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NEXT MEETING: Thursday, January 30, 1986 7:30 p.m.
LOCATION: Fisher Laboratory Bldg .• Hopkins Marine Station. Pacific Grove
SPEAKER: Ted Cranford, U.C. Santa Cruz
TITLE: Three Dimensional Imaging of a Dolphin's Head: Computer and Medical
Technology for Research Porpoises
Dolphins not only click and chatter, they are also capable of emitting noise
blasts of up to 230 decibels--nearly as loud as a jet engine. How these noises
are made has been the special interest of our speaker. Ted uses a technique
called X-Ray CT to see inside a dolphin's head without cutting it open and the
resulting pictures show for the first time details of the sound structure. His
remarkable pictures and color-video won him an award at the recent Marine
Mammal Conference and we are fortunate to have him share his knowledge with us.
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ACS MONTEREY BAY SALUTES THE MONTEREY BAY AQUARIUM
by Alan Baldridge
Here's a salute to the aquarium as it passes into its second year. Accolades
continue to accumulate from local people and visitors from near and far. New
exhibits come online regularly.
This writer saw the ultimate in the "small world" department, an Indian
gentleman wearing a Monterey Bay Aquarium T-shirt on a flight from
Kathmandu, Nepal, to Bangkok, Thailand, in March 1985.
Any major new aquarium in the world (and according to the WALL STREET JOURNAL
several are planned) may well be judged by how it compares to ours in Monterey.
NOMINATIONS
Many thanks to Ellen and Paul Duernberger for serving as the encouraging
nominating committee and to the following stalwart people who accepted the
nominations for 1986 officers:
President: Sheila Baldridge
Vice President: George Powell
Treasurer: Wendy Hyden
Secretary: Cindy Karanis
Membership: Jean Theisen
Elections will be held at the February meeting. Anyone not attending the
February meeting may submit their votes ahead of time through the mail, to the
ACS post box.
NEW MEMBERS - WELCOME!
ban and Jeanne Kragl Jane Richardson: Lorraine M. Roberts: Jean C. Schwimmer
Membership in the American Cetacean Society means protecting whales, dolphins,
porpoises through education, conservation, research. The Monterey Bay Chapter
meets at 7:30 p.m. at Hopkins Marine Station, the last Thursday of each month.
Programs and activities feature cetacea and the marine environment. Yearly
membership is $20 single and $30 family. Send check and your name, address,
and telephone number to ACS, P.O. Box HE, Pacific Grove, CA 93950.
SOUNDINGS, January 1986, was edited by Esta Lee Albright and Mary Layman.
Contributors include: Esta Lee Albright, Alan Baldridge, Sheila Baldridge,
Marilyn Dahlheim.
Art Work in this month's SOUNDINGS: Bob Western, Robin Lee Makowski (whose
designs on "Cetaceanary" are sold at ACS meetings): and the Graywhale Teaching
Kit from ACS National.
·~ COUNTING WHALES
Imagine sitting at the top of
a cliff at Big Sur. It's a
medium-sized cliff and a steep
slope, just turning green,
which falls past you from a high
peak to the surf below. Off
to the right, near Lobos
Rocks, you glimpse two small
puffs of white against the flat
blue sea that's just turning
pink in the sunset. Briefly,
the distant spouts catch the
same pink. You look through
binoculars and verify the
number, then site along a wire
that has two markers. As the
whales line up and pass each
marker, you note the time and
write on your clipboard data
sheet. The last mark comes
with the whales directly in
front of you, just beyond the
kelp bed, the blowhole bumps
and the broad backs clearly
visible after the spout.
You've finished 'taking census
on two gray whales and they're
headed south, counted. At the
end of this day in late
December, you've finished the
same procedure on 100 whales.
At five o'clock it's hard to
stop, you find yourself
counting everything--the birds
flying past, people walking
by •••
It's an exciting time for
those who count and for those
who wait for data. The
primary team began to
experience the wonders of
Monterey's cetacean population
even as the gray whales just
began to pass. During the
first week, astonished census-
takers watched more than 100
Grampus (Risso's Dolphins), 7-
8 orcas, and untold minke
whales--more than six in one
dayl
Who's Counting?
Such is the life of a whale
census taker, marine
mammal specialists who are
taking this year's census from
December 10 to February 7.
Gray
Whale
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Marilyn Dahlheim heads the
group--she's staff at the
National Marine Mammal Lab in
Seattle. The others are local
biologists: Cindy D'Vincent
of Ocean Research Under Sail,
and Natasha Fraley. They take
3 or 3 1/2 hour shifts to make
a 10 hour day, 7 am to 5 pm.
This is an important year, for
a full census hasn't been
taken since 1980. This year's
data will be compared to last
year's count, which covered
fewer days, and to 14 previous
census' data. Important
questions are being asked:
some officials think the gray
whale population is stable
(now about 18,500) or growing
(about 2.5\ yearly), so as to
warrant its removal from the
endangered species list, some
scientists wonder about
techniques of counting whale
populations. The predictable
annual gray whale migration is
our one chance on earth to
count whales with any feeling
of accuracy--when we can learn
even more about whale behavior
and verify our techniques.
Part of the methods problem
will be addressed the first
two weeks in January, when
three more census-takers
arrive from the Marine Mammal
Lab in Seattle. This
secondary team will set up
along the coast outside the
present station--farther
south, or at a high elevation
behind, or on a nearby hill
with a different view range,
or even alongside one of the
primary team as a second pair
of eyes during peak days.
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Where Do Whales Go
at Night?
During the same period,
another major problem of whale
censusing will be addressed:
the assumption that daylight
counts can be transfered to
nighttime. Resolution of
whales' nighttime ~ate of
travel has been identified by
the InLernational Whaling
Commission as the mosL ur<jenL
research need for gray whales.
Radio tagging will be used to
collect data on whale
movements. Steve Swartz and
Mary Lou Jones of Cetace,an
Research Associates will
direct a project involv,ing two
shore-based teams and a boat.
Whales will be tagged by one
team ina boat near Monterey
Bay, and the signals will be
tracked by a team in a van on
Highway 1, as far south as
Piedras Blancas, near San
Simeon. Also, there will be a
station at Granite Canyon,
the site of the primary census
team. If it turns out there
is a different nighttime
speed/behavior, overall
population estimates may need to
be revised.
--Esta Lee ~lbright,
Marilyn Dahlhei1l1,
Alan Baldridge
DO GRAY WHALES DINE IN
MONTEREY?
The question of ~hether gray
whales feed as they pass
through our area is one that
will be investigated this
coming year. Especiallyas
whales return north; they may
be tempted to IIsnackll
opportunistically. 'And, .as a
very small number of whales
have .been seen to do so, a
study will'attempt to
determine the frequency of
this behavior. Two or more
grays were seen in Monterey
Bay during part of the summer
of 1985, but feeding waS not
observed. As gray whale,
populations continue to
increase overall, summer
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appearances of this species
may become more frequent.
Feeding habits, especially
locations and available prey
species ~ill be investigated.
Principal investigators are
Dr. John Oliver and Moss
Landing graduate student Jo
Guerrero.
Dr. Oliver has directed
investigations off the western
shore of Vancouver Island,
where gray whales have been
observ~d feeding in two or
three bays. Marks left in
bottom sediment were a first
clue. After verifying that
grays attually were feeding
there, the research team used
survey methods that ranged
from simply diving and
observing to using side...:scan
sonar mapping of the bottom
contours.
--Esta Lee Albright,
Alan Baldridge
DO GRAY WHALES HANG OUT IN THE
CHANNEL ISLANDS?
Whether all grays proceed to
Baja California waters,
especially those individuals
at the back of the column, is
a question of considerabie
interest. There is some
speculation that late animals
loiter around the Channel
Islands before moving north
with ~he return migration.
Attempts will be made to tag,
follow and establish residence
times for individual whales
around the islands. Aerial,
Visual, and radio tagging
methods will be used. This
project is coordinated through
the Marine Mammal Lab, a
division of the National
Marine Fisheries Service.
--Alan Baldridge,
Esta Lee Albright
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With confusing swiftness late one afternoon, the census takers at Granite
Canyon saw swirling motions from a group of gray whales in the water almost
in front of the station. Thinking it must be a courting group, with side
rolls and flipper slapping from nine whales, the counters became aware that
even more was happening--all 20-25 whales in sight were heading straight for
the kelp beds along the coast. Instead of a sensual courtship, it was a
violent attack by killer whales.
For about 45 minutes the melee continued. Finally, the group dispersed, the
killer whales probably traveling northwest, and the gray whales continuing
south. One gray whale swam with a strange motion, perhaps injured.
Despite the confusion in the water and the orcas' swift departure, observers
could see the group included two big male orcas (tall dorsal fins). The pod
of eight seen in December had included two bulls, and a local observer
thought one of them looked familiar: there's a distinctive nick out of the
trailing edge of the dorsal fin.
Cetologists (whale specialists) admit it is a grisly occurence, but it is
known behavior that is rarely seen. Marilyn Dahlheim, who reported the
event, says she has waited years to see that particular bit of gray whale
natural history.
.~..... ...,~ .
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GRAY WHALE TEACHING KIT
MARINE MAMMALS ASHORE -- AND FRIENDS
"TIPS FOR WHALE\'lATCHERS" -- Have you ever seen people get on a whalewatch boat
wearing flimsy shoes and lightweight jackets? Or stand looking for the
complete outline of a sperm whale, always missing the gray whale's spout? They
come from everywhere with strange expectations, and we wish them transformed
into enlightened, enthusiastic ambassadors for whales. Our bright blue flyer
with the above title is available around the peninsula to attempt just that.
It also gives some facts about gray whales and lists the boat companies
offering whalewatch cruises from Fisherman's Wharf. If you'd like to help us
educate the unaware (and the unwary), call 375-1658 for a supply of brochures
to distribute. .: ~~
~.::..:.~ ~
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The Gray Whale Teaching Kit, from ACS National, can be used with little effort
to instruct children and adults. Slides in a Kodak carousel tray are ready to
show. Some speakers narrate the slides to fit the group's level of interest,
but there is a cassette tape than can do the talking for you. The kit includes
instructional materials on several age levels, which may be photocopied. To
borrow the kit, contact Esta Lee at 375-1658.
:.~.::.~.
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"Someone behind me said, 'Who's your friend?' and I turned e~pecting to see
the face of a harbor seal watching me from the water. Instead, here came an
elephant seal up the launch ramp." Thus begins James MacKenzie's story
about the half-grown elephant seal that chose to spend some time in the
parking lot at Whaler's Cove, Point Lohos, last month. Jim is one of the
Beachwatch/Marine Mammal Rescue group, so he wasn't entirely surprised---he
knows this time of year always brings several elephant seals to rest on area
beaches. This volunteer group is trained to observe marine mammals that come
ashore, and to observe/educate the public who happen to discover such a
situation.
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Beachwatchers met with SPCA director Sandy Sandstrom and Wildlife Center
director Lisa Hoefler in November. Experiences on the beach and SPCA
procedures were related and clarified. (This group as some tall tales to
tell!). The meeting was taped--contact Esta Lee to borrow the tape.
There was a feeling that more information needs to be shared. Since it is a
program sponsored by the Monterey Bay ACS chapter, this newsletter will
carry updates for the instruction of the group and possible amazement of
others. Wildlife staff and Beachwatch members, please contribute!
NOTICE: There will be a "Basic Training" workshop for new volunteers on
Wednesday, ·February 5 at 7:30 p.m. at Hopkins Marine Station. Current
members may want to come for a refresher. Members should make sure new
volunteers get to the training. We need at least twenty new names on our
calling list. Volunteers serve as available when called, so we need a
large pool of names. The only cost to join is $3 for the manual. This is
an excellent way to learn about marine mammals close-up--and help them stay
alive and protected at the same time!
MONTEREY BAY CHAPTER
AMERICAN CETACEAN SOCIETY
P.O. BOX HE
PACIFIC GROVE CA 93950-0405
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NEXT MEETING: Thursday, February 27, 7:30 p.m.
LOCATION: Fisher Laboratory Bldg., Hupkins Marine Station,
F' ae: i f i c Gt~ove
SPEA~ER: Jo Guerrero, Moss Landing Marine Labs
TITLE: Vancouver Island Gray Whales: a Close-up Look at These
Feeding Opportunists
It is now well known that most gt'ay whales get most of their food during
a short summer sojourn in the North Bering and Chuckchi Seas. However,
it is also now known that grays can, and do, feed intensively on other
prey in other areas. Those which summer off Vancouver Island, British
Columbua, eat tube-dwelling amphipods living in the soft sediments--just
like their Arctlc counterparts. But just a few miles up the coast they
also feed on swarms of mysids, small crustaceans, living over rocky
bottoms. The dramatically different behaviors exhibited by the whales
reveal an important flexibility in these feeding opportunists. Our
speaket' feels that gt'ay whale~; can and pt'obably do Lise these and othet"
t'eSC.lLlt'Ces tht~oLt'3hl)Llt theit~ t'arI13t:.~--inLILlding pet-'haps I'lontet~ey Bay.
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NEW ACS CHAPTER OFFICERS - 1986
PRESIDENT: Sheila Baldridge
VICE PRESIDENT: George Powell
TREASURER: Wendy Hyden Gug I iet' i
SECRETARY: Cindy Karanis
MEMBERSHIP: Jean Theisen
WELCOME NEW MEMBERS!
Steve Eddy, Peter Folkens, Rick Geha, Shirley Prussin, Joseph Terrazzino
Membership in the American Cetacean Society means protecting whales,
dolphins, porpoises through education, conservation, research. The
Monterey Bay Chapter meets at 7:30 p.m. at Hopkins Mar'ine Station, the
last Thursday of each month. Programs and activities feature cetacea and
the marine environment. Yearly membership is $20 single and $30 family.
Send check and your name, address, and telephone number to
ACS, P.O. Box HE, Pacific Grove, CA 93950.
OIL SPILL
The nightmare we'd been dreading finally happened, an oilgpill. As this
newslettet" goes to press, it's still ~ nightmar"e of oiled bir"ds, especially
murres and loong. Beachwatchers were called to alert them to watching for
birds, picking them up for collecting stations, and helping with the cleanup.
Birdwashing training that took place at P.G. & E. two years ago really came
into its own. It's a heartbreaking, exhausting task; the great many people
involved are to be congratulated. Meanwhile, we all hold our breaths for the
shorebirds, seals, sea lions, and especially the otters. If ever anyone had
thoughts that perhaps offshore drilling and potential leaks might be all right
after all, this should end that belief forever.
Despite the SPCA'g total involvement in the cleanup, we decided to 90 ahead
with the scheduled training of new volunteer beachwatchers on February 5. We
desperately need new people; the idea of oiled animals on the beach, wlth
people already tied up in birdwashing, just heightened the sense of dre~d.
Thanks to efforts of George Powell and Ellen Duernberger with their signup
sheets, and Ken Peterson at the newspaper, for their help In spreading the
word. About 23 people signed up at the meetlng to be volunteers, and many of
them are coming with experIence at the aquarium, El~horn Slough, and Pt. Lobos.
Hoor'ay ~
We will have another training session soon, because few of the SPCA procedures
'were introduced at this one. In addition to words in thlS newsletter, we hope
to have frequent exchange of information and experiences among our dauntless
member's.
SOUNDINGS, February 1986, was edited by Esta Lee Albright and Mary Layman.
Contt'ibutors include: Esta Lee Albright, Alan Baldridge, Sheila
Baldt" idge •
Art Wor'k in this month's SOUNDINGS:· Robin Lee Makowski (Cetaceanar'y),
Fieldbook of Natural History by E.L. Palmer and H.S. Fowler.
· . .
RECENT MARINE MAMMAL OBSERVATIONS
--compiled by Alan Baldridge
Fin Whale - 1 probable 2 miles NW Pt. Lobos on Dec. 11 (RT)
Mlnke Whale - Unusually numerous during this winter period.
Granite Canyon/Rocky Pt. area of Big Sur on Nov. 13 CEE), 3
(DR); and Z pm Dec. 15 (MD, et 211). Elsewhere a single was
Blancas, San Luis Obispo Co., Nov. 20 (RJ).
1 animal at
there on Nov. 14
at Pt. Piedt'as
Gray Whale - 1 at Monterey Breakwater Nov. 27 CBW). Regular thereafter in
very ~mall numbers until Christmas when the normal increase occurred.
National Mat'ine Fisheries Service (NMFS) started their count at Granite
Canyon on Dec. 8 and continued to Feb. B. Females with newborn calves were
seen in Peninsula waters, the first being on Dec. 27 near Cypress Pt. buoy
(ShJ). A total of 20 cow/calf pair's had been seen moving south at Granite
Canyon by Feb. 2 (NMFS). Appro):imately 5 were seen from Monterey whale
watching cruises (ShJ, et al). In addition, 3 cow/calf pairs were noted
during aerial overflights (TO). This expansion of the calving range to
include the coastal waters of Central California is a recent phenomenon.
The count passed 200 Whales/day fat' the first time with 215 on Jan. 20, an
unusually late date. NMFS personnel speculated that the peak was 2 weeks
later than usual this year.
Blainville's Beaked Whale? - Outside our area of 13 feet adult female of
this exceptionally rare species washed ashore dead at China Beach, near
Golden Gate Bridge, San Francisco (SF Chronicle, Nov. 14). The whale
contained a \'Jell-developed foetus. Specimens went to the Califot'nia Academy
of Sciences where identification awaits confirmation.
Orca - 2 adult males wet'e seen moving rapidly not'th at Pt. Piedras Blancas,
on Nov. 27. They ignored large numbers of California Sea Lions in the water
(RJ). On Dec. 8 a pod of 7 animals, first seen at Granite Canyon/Rocky Pt.
was followed north to Pt. Lobos and Carmel Bay where they were seen feeding
on fish. They were observed for a total of 4 1/2 hours, a notably long
perlod (MD, et aI, AB, RB). 2 adult males, perhaps the same as those
observed Nov. 27, were seen 1-2 miles off Pt. Lobos on Dec. 23 and Dec. 26
(RT). A single large male was off Cypress Pt., Pebble Beach on Dec. 30
(BW). Once again two big males appeared among the Grays off Granite
Canyon/Rocky Pt. on January 6. They disrupted the migration and possibly
inflicted injury on one Gray CMD). Finally, a pod of 3+ animals moved
northwest 5 miles west of Pt. Pinos on Jan. 19. The group included a small
calf. This group was also seen from Cypress Pt. that day. (ShJ, MR, SH).
Risso's Dolphin - Large numbers as usual during this winter period. 25 were
just outside the kelp at Pt. Joe, Pebble Beach and 10 more inside Carmel Bay
.::,t Cypress Pt. on Nov. 17 CAB). 70 animals wet'e just off Hopkins !1at'ine
Sta t i on, Pac i -fic Gt'ove on Dec. 9 (AB). 250 with many Ri ght Whale Dolph ins
and White-sided Dolphins off Pt. Lobos on Dec. 28 (ShJ). 300 were only 1/2
mile off the Monterey Holiday Inn on Jan. 5 (HN) and were asain off Hopkins
Marine Station on Jan. 7 <HMS staff). A pod of 30 approached Gray Whales at
Rocky Pt. and appeared to evoke a fear response from the Grays which
regrouped forming a super-pod and retreated to the north on Jan. 15 <Cd'V).
They entered Monterey Bay again when 30-40 approached to 100 yards from the
Monterey Breakwater on Jan. 21. (R()~ ,
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Pacific White-sided Dolphin - A group of 30 was near Pt. Lobos with Risso's
and Right Whale Dolphins on Dec. 28 (ShJ). A school of 70 was just off Pt.
Joe on Dec. 30 COL>, and !.Q.Q. animals wet"e two mi le5 southwest of Cypress Pt.
on Jan. 12 (ShJ).
NOt'thet"n Right Whale Dolphin - An unusually larg_ group of 500 accompanied
Risso's and White-sided Dolphins off Pt. Lobos on Dec. 28 (ShJ).
Harbor porpoise - Reported only from the northeast section of Monterey Bay.
3-4 animals north of Moss Landing on Dec. 11 (MLML Transect) and 7 animals
off La Selva Beach, Santa Cruz Co. on Jan. 1 (ShJ).
DatI's Porpoise - Groups of 4 and 6 animals were 4 miles northwest of Pt.
Pinos, Pacific Grove on Jan. 23 and Jan. 26 respectively (ShJ).
Hat'bor Seal - 157 at Hopkins Marine Station was an exceptionally large
numbet', on Dec. 10. The Pt. Reyes animal, tagged on Aug. 1 has continued to
haul out at HMS (AB).
Northern Elephant Seal - An immature male was observed by Otter Pt. Pacific
Grove Jan. 20 (MV). Although reports are incomplete at the ti~e of writing
It appeat's that many recently born pups perished during heavy ,eas at Ano
Nuevo Island, San Mateo Co. Jan. 25-26. Pups became separated from mothers
and were swept away from the nursery beaches. An adult male was seen in the
kelp beds off Monterey State Beach, Monterey on Feb. 6 (AB).
C~lifornia Sea Lion - ~ were on the Monterey Breakwater on Dec. 1 and Dec.
30 CAB, ShJ).
Northern Fur Seal - 1 was seen a mile north of Lover's Pt. Pacific Grove on
Jan. 25 CRT). They are rare so close to shore and inside the Bay.
Southerp Fur Seal - 2 were offshore from Moss Landing in the ar~a of the
tanket' buoys and 1 was diving, pt"esumably to the bottom, in 260 feet of
water off Lover1s Pt. on Dec. 30 (AB, ShJ).
Post:..=:cript
Sheephead - A few of this Southern California species of fish are still
being found in Peninsula waters and appear to be the only species brought
into OUt' at'ea in lat~ge numbet's by IIEI Nino ll and still in evidence (RL).
-···Con tt"· i bu tOt's·_-
AD = A. Baldridge; RB = R. Bethel; MD = M. Dahlheim, NMFS; CdlV = C.
d'Vincent; TD = T. Dahl, UCSC; EE = E. Ebert, DFG; RJ - R. Jameson, USFWS;
RL = R. Lea, DFG; DL = D. Lemon, Star of Mpnterey; HN = H. Neece, Toron!do;
DR = D. Rose, DFG; MR = M. RadakOVich; ShJ = Shearwater Journeys; RT = R.
Ternullo, Pt. Sur Clipper; MV = M. Vassallo; BW = B. Williamson, Capt.in
Rand.,Y..
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WHALE N~VIGATION METHODS
Sit in a boat somewhere off Point Pinos in January,
distance to the north, and wonder: what navigation
whales so far from Alaska in the past three months?
crossing the 25 miles of open water at the mouth of
water over a mile deep beneath them and landfall at
Joe still a few miles ahead.
Theories
see the spouts in the
methods have brought
Het'e they are,
Monterey Bay, with
Point Pinos or Point
Pursuing the navigation ~uestion through the literature produces several
theories; it becomes evident no one has a definitive answer. The most
obvious, of course, is that Gray Whales follow the coastline. Through
spy-hopping and bt'eaching, they might see landmarks above the water line--
does this mean they memorize familIar points along the way? Is it a
stolId following of seacoast that causes some whales to turn left at Santa
Cruz and follow they Bay shoreline all the way around? It's true that
spouts and flukes we see in the confusion of Wharf 12 and the marina often
seem to belong to young whales who perhaps haven't leat'ned the cut-off
across the mouth of the Bay yet. (On the other hand, whales may
deliberately come into the Bay to enjoy calm waters of Pacific Grove's
kelp forest or maybe theories of small food supplies here are true).
Other coastline theories emphasIze following contours of the seafloor.
Gray Whales make some low, short noises and may have a primitive type of
sonar straight down. Do the whales react to the drop-off at Monterey
Bay's submarine canyon, which is quite wide at the mouth of the Bay?
An interesting idea is the sense of smell theory, especially the ability
to smell an influx of fresh water at the site of the Mexican lagoons at
the end of the long migratIon. Related to that is the speculation that
Gray Whales can sense each other" ~hrough oil or body waste that may remain
the watet' fOt' a time behind .each wljale, making navigation a matter of
following t~e l~ader. ~)
Echolocation
Anyone who watches the whales go by fOt' a period of time begins to suspect
there are several methods being used. What is most astonIshing is a way
they may NOT navigate. Gray Whales are baleen whales; there is no proof
that baleen whales use echolocation. That's the amazing ability that
permits dolphins (toothed, not baleen) to distinguish contours and objects
lat'se and small. Thet'e is still much conjectut'e about how toothed whales
make long mIgratIons, too, but having echolocation definitely allows them
more agility in tight places. A remarkable experiment was conducted in
1976, when a female humpback whale was recovered from entanglement in a
fishing net neat' Newfoundland and kept captive fat' 29 days. Pete.'
Beamish, of Canada's Flsheries and Marine SerVice, was able to use a
padded tether near the healthy animal's flUkes, so she could be gently
reeled toward the shore side of the containment area. Then, a maze of
aluminum panels or balloon-like plastic seine floats was arranged in front
of the whale, requiring her to travel through the maze if she wished to
move forward. Hydrophones were used and sometimes picked up clicking
sounds that seemed to be communication sounds with whales outside the
area, but the humpback ~id not emit sounds when travelling the maze.
". '.
During daylight, trips were made successfully, but on a moonless night,
without visibility, she blundered into the barriers. On these nights,
when underwater flashlights were attached to the flukes to better observe
her turning, she navigated the maze correctly; the lights illuminated the
water in front of her. For some of the daytime runs, soft blindfolds were
attached with suction cups over her eyes. Again, without sight, she ran
into the targets and was unable to travel the maze correctly.
The results of this first experiment with a captivE baleen whale to test
for biological sonar do not explain exactly Why sounds and sonar were not
used, but in 33 trials they weren't. How well the data transfers to Gray
Whales navigating 6000 miles of coastline, or a humpback sidetracked in
the Delta, is unknown. It does, however', make us wonder even more when we
see the spouts in the distance making an accurate beeline for Pebble
Beach.
(The Beamish experiment, with its tantalizing mental images, was reported
in Deep-Sea Research, 25 (1978): 469-472. I'll loan my photocopy.>
--Esta Lee Albright
ACS GRANT AWARDS - 1986
--Susan Kruse, UCSC: "An Investigation of the Site Fidelity and
Social Structure of the Risso's Dolphin in Monterey Bay"
--Janice Wai te, UCSC: "Allopat~ental Care in Ki llet~ Whales" -
study site, Vancouver Island, B.C.
--Susan Shane, UCSC: "Pilot Whales at Catalina Island, California: Social
Ot"sanization and Fishet~y Interaction"
..-~ .'
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vNEXT MEETING: Thursday, March 27, 7:30 p.m.
LOCATION: Fisher Laboratory Bldg., Hopkins Marine Station,
Pacific Grove
SPEAKER: Lisa Ballance, Moss Landing Marine Lab Graduate Student
TITLE: Habitat Utilization Patterns and Group Organization of
the Bottlenose Dolphin in the Gulf of California, Mexico
Lisa Ballance has spent parts of the last several years studying
the habits of the Bottlenose Dolphin in one of the most beautiful
areas of the Sea of Cortez, regularly covering 200 km along the
coast and around the "Midriff Islands".
Questions she was seeking to answer were how these animals use
their habitat, whether they have a home range, and how they
interact socially. She will show slides of these interesting and
lively animals, as well as other marine mammals and seabirds she
encountered along the way.
i
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Peter Howorth, founder and director of Marine Mammal Rehabilitation Program
in Santa Barbara, has turned saving marine mammals into his life's work.
MMRP began as an independent project of Howorth's in 1976; the project was
adopted by ACS when Santa Barbara started its chapter of the Cetacean Society
in 1981. He has written many books, including "Whales-Dolphins-Porpoises
of the Pacific", his latest. Since he obtained the necessary permits, the
Santa Barbara and Ventura County Park Rangers depend on him to tell them
the proper procedure for handling the beached mammals they find. On the
human side of things, Howorth offers free slide lectures to interested
groups, and seminars to government agencies for staff training. Howorth
feels " .•. we can mitigate the effects of man on marine mammals. Far more
animals are killed ••• than we can possibly rehabilitate. We're sort of
paying back the debt a little bit." A large percentage of the animals
found are California Sea Lions, and are suffering from lung worm, which can
lead to pneumonia. Howorth has White's Veterinary Hospital helping him
obtain the proper medications in the treatment of the animals. They
recently had 2 healthy Harbor Seals graduate from the MMRP. The animals
had been picked up as pups 8 months ago, but were now needing a place to
swim and regain their fishing abilities. The Monterey Bay Aquarium took
them, and they were soon catching fish on their own.
--Elena Jarvis "Star-Free Press" staff writer, Ventura
r?cO~<knSed ~th.er ~ight f?~ ~, .;) ~EFACTS "-\(
(from Ventura County Star-Free Press, February 16, 1986)
"The following information on marine mammals is furnished by Peter Howorth
and the Marine Mammal Center, a non-profit program of the American Cetacean
Society.
1. Marine mammals carry diseases and parasites communicable to people and
pets.
2. Marine mammals do bite and can inflict serious wounds.
3. It is a felony to disturb these animals in any way. This includes
feeding, petting or even being near them. You can be liable for heavy
penalties--$10,OOO per charge, plus a year in jail.
4. Marine mammals should be left along because:
a. Harbor seal mothers often leave their pups ashore while they are out
feeding. As long as anyone is within a half-mile of the pup, the mother
will not return.
b. Sea lions often haul out of the water when they are suffering from
pneumonia. Throwing cold water on them will only make them worse. It
might even kill them.
c. Young elephant seals occasionally come ashore for a few days at a
time. They can go for long periods without breathing and often appear sick
because they are so inactive. This is normal behavior for these animals.
5. Perhaps the worst thing you can do is pick up a baby harbor seal on the
beach, take it home and keep it warm. Although this action may come after
a long vigil on the beach, in all probability the frustrated mother is just
outside the waves waiting for the coast to clear.
6. The best thing you can do if you see a beached animal is to note its
exact location, condition and appearance."
In Monterey, most calls on marine mammals go to the Wi.ldlife Center at the
SPCA, 373-2631. Sea otters are the special purview of the California Fish
and Game Dept. and the Monterey Bay Aquarium.
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BEACHWATCH/MARINE MAMMAL RESCUE - IMPORTANT DATES
April 3 - Thursday - 7:00 p.m. Training for new members (and interested
current members) in rescue procedures. SPCA Education Center,
Highway 68.
April 17- Thursday - 7:00 p.m. Birdwashing. For any Beachwatch member,
but there is space for only 15. More sessions will be scheduled
as necessary. Call Esta Lee (375-1658) to have your name on the
list to attend. SPCA Education Center for introduction and
demonstration, then to Wildlife Center for "hands on" training.
May 3 - Saturday - Trip to Marine Mammal Center, Marin County. Limit 25
people for special tour. Please call Esta Lee (375-1658) for
more information. If willing to drive, please indicate--carpool
costs will be shared among riders.
OIL SPILL - FEBRUARY 1986: A Provisional Report - by Alan Baldridge
The first major oil spill in more than a decade to seriously affect the
Monterey Bay area took place in early February. An oil-loaded barge, en
route from San Francisco Bay to Long Beach began leaking oil almost
immediately after leaving the Golden Gate, as heavy seas caused at least
one hatch to give way.
Marine mammals, especially the vulnerable Southern Sea Otter and ~orthern
Fur Seal. appear to have escaped fouling and consequent mortality.
Seabirds have been less fortunate. G~n Murre populations have been
severely affected. This new kill, when added to that caused by the tanker
Porto Rican which sank near the Farallop Islands a year ago, and the
massive gill net-caused kills of 1979-83 will reduce populations to
extremely vulnerable levels. In addition the natural disaster of nEI Nino"
-caused starvation during 1982-83 must be factored into the equation.
Provisional estimates of bird damage through February 27 areas follows:
3100 birds processed at cleaning stations between Sonoma/Marin and Monterey
Bay. Of these an estimated 50%-60% will be released. The percentage of
those surviving is unknown at this time. Most of the released birds carry
numbered USFWS leg bands to report, should they subsequently be found dead.
Close to 1000 birds have been processed at the two Monterey area
rehabilitation centers (Monterey County SPCA and PG&E at Moss Landing).
The larger, nagging question surrounds the total mortality. How many birds
died at sea or were dead on beaches and never reached a cleaning station?
Some indication of the magnitude can be gained from studies of previous
spills and associated mortality. A growing body of scientific literature
indicates that only 5%-25% of birds that become oiled at sea wash in or
beach themselves on shore. Clearly, the actual mortality resulting from a
spill is much higher than the body counts indicate. Common Murres made up
~ of birds brought into cleaning stations, the remainder consisted of
Western Grebes, Eared Grebes, and three species of Loons with a few
individuals of other species'. .
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OIL SPILL (cont.)
Because the oil in our area remained offshore over deep water those species
living close to shore such as grebes, loons and scoter ducks where less
affected. The murres are most abundant over deep, offshore waters.
PG&E is to be commended for making available the excellent cleaning
facility and a letter to this effect included in your bill would be
appreciated. The above numbers were supplied by Lisa Hoeffler, SPCA and
Bruce Elliott, Department of Fish and Game.
RECENT MARINE MAMMAL OBSERVATIONS - compiled by Alan Baldridge
MINKE WHALE - a single animal 1 mile off Hopkins Marine Station, Pacific
Grove on February 9 and later the same day, presumably the same individual
was near the Monterey Breakwater (JM). None reported from Rocky Point
after late December.
~RAY WHALE - a total of 9 animals was successfully radio-tagged in the
Monterey ~y area in January in a National Marine Fisheries (NMFS)
sponsored study. They were followed in order to determine rates of night-
time travel for comparison with day-time swimming speed. Signals from 2 of
these animals were picked up in the Channel Islands region of Southern
California later. South-bound cows with recently born calves totalled 23
at the end of the count period at Granite Canyon/Rocky Point, Big Sur on
February 8. Some Gray Whales were reported to be still present in Alaskan
waters during January. (The above observations contributed by N. Fraley,
NMFS observer). A very late cow/calf pair was seen near the Monterey
Breakwater on February 10 (RT). A single animal going south off Hopkins
Marine Station, Pacific Grove must have been about the last of the
southbound animals--February 19 (AB).
PACIFIC WHITE-SIDED DOLPHIN - a very large, widely scattered school of 500
animals (possibly as many as 1000) was 10-15 miles SW of Davenport, Santa
Cruz Co., February 23 (AB,ShJ).
fOMMON DOLPHIN - an unexpected large influx into our area since the last
report. 70-100 animals were 1 mile from Otter Point, Pacific Grove and off
Hopkins Marine Station on February 9 (AB,B&JH,JM). Party boat skippers
reported this species as present in 100s (perhaps 1000), sometimes alone
and sometimes mixed with White-sided in the area from Soberanes Point, Big
Sur north to the submarine canyon west of Moss Landing (RT). 30 animals
including 8-10 small calves were feeding 4 miles north of Pt. Pinos,
Pacific Grove on February 16 (ShJ). A school of 180 was in the same
location Febru.ry 22 (ShJ). Further south 12 feeding close to shore off
Ragged Pt., San Luis Obispo Co. on February 27 were the first seen in 8
years of obervations there (RJ).
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OBSERVATIONS (cont.)
$TRIPED DOLPHIN (Stenella coeruleoalba) - an adult female, nearly 2 meters
long came ashore and died at Manressa State Beach, Santa Cruz Co. on
February 16. Specimen to UCSC, where it will be necropsied. This is the
third known Northern California record of this very rare wanderer from the
Eastern Tropical Pacific (SK).
~ORTHERN RIGHT WHALE DOLPl:IN - 10 were seen from shore at Otter Point on
January 5 together with laTge numbers of Risso's Dolphins (B&JH). This may
be the first observation of this species from shore.
HARBOR PORPOISE - a single animal in NE Monterey Bay January 22 (MLML
Transect).
~ALL'S PORPOI~E - groups of 12, 6 and 2 were 10 miles west of Moss Landing
on February 16 (ShJ).
~ARBOR SEAL - The Pt. Reyes radio-tagged individual was seen at Hopkins
Marine Station on February 4 but not since. It may have returned north in
order to give birth (AB).
~ORTHERN ELEPHANT SEAL - The 25/26 January storm which caused pup mortality
at Ano Nuevo Island brought about the death of an estimated 17 pups at a
Southern Monterey Co. beach. Only a single pup was known to survive (RJ).
CALIFORNIA SEA LION - there were 200 on the Monterey Breakwater on February
16 (ShJ) but only 100 there Feb.~uary 23 (ShJ, AB).
§OUTHERN SEA OTTER - many females present with newborn pups in the
Monterey Harbor/MQnterey Bay Aquarium area during early February. 8 seen
on February 16 (ShJ). Sea Otteis appear to have escaped any oil-caused
mortality during the February oil spill. Sea birds were not so fortunate
(AB).
Contributors: AB=Alan Baldridge; B&JH=Beverly and Jack Head; RJ=Ron
Jameson, USFWS; SK=Susan Kruse, UCSC; JM=J. McChesney; ShJ=Shearwater
Journeys; RT=R. Ternull0, Pt. Sur Clipper.
CALIFORNIA ENDANGERED SPECIES CAMPAIGN
Remember to help wildlife in California by checking off line 90 on your
State tax form. Line 90 is provided for donations to California's Rare and
Endangered Species Preservation Program. Your contributions to this
program are federally tax-deductible.
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NEW MEMBERS - WELCOME! - Douglas Cheeseman, Ted Cranford, Josephine
Crawford, Cammi Cunningham, Curt Cureton, Jan Dierks, Bob Huettmann,
Dorothy Hunt, Frank and Marian La Rosa, Elizabeth Mathews, Bruce Thomson.
MEMBERSHIP INFORMATION
Membe~ship in the American Cetacean Society means protecting whales,
dolphins, porpoises through education, conservation, research. The
Monterey Bay Chapter meets at 7:30 p.m. at Hopkins Marine Station, the last
Thursday of each month. Programs and activities feature cetacea and the
marine environment. Yearly membership is $20 single and $30 family. Send
check and your name, address, and telephone number to ACS, P.O. Box HE,
Pacific Grove, CA 93950.
SOUNDINGS, March 1986 was edited by Esta Lee Albright and Mary Layman.
Contributors include: Esta Lee Albright, Heather Albright, Alan Baldridge,
Sheila Baldridge, Elena Jarvis.
Art Work in this month's SOUNDINGS: Robert Western; Marine Mammal Fund,
Lifeline Marine Research DOLPHINS, 1980; FIELDBOOK OF NATURAL HISTORY by E.L.
Palmer and H.S. Fowler.
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APRIL 1986 MEETING
Da te: April 24
Time: 7:30 p.m.
~.~~£i~~H~~~~~e~:t~
-- . I'l:!.fi.fic Grove J.o(J~
Speakers: Mark Shelley
Robin Burnett
../
Title: ~Iidwater Habitat of the Monterey. Bay Submarine Canyon,
as seen by the submersible Deep Rover
Mark Shelley is a Hopkins graduate turned professional photographer.
Aquarium otter sitters on the night shift became used to seeing him in
the as-yet-unfinished aquarium at all hours; he was producing the
remarkable video presentations that now add beauty and wonder to
several of the exhibit areas.
Robin Burnett is one of the apocryphal group who had the first idea
for an aquarium on Monterey Bay. Also a marine biologist, he
specializes in exhibits of marine life. Mark and Robin now have the
independent "Sea Studios", which is located behind the scenes on the
second floor of the Aquarium.
Sea Studios was responsible for the photographic technology that
descended into the canyon on Deep Rover. During this project, four
biologists made repeated dives into the "midwater habitat" (somewhere
around 2000 feet) of the canyon. Exploration, much less photography,
of the canyon is still in pioneer stages; the dives, the discoveries,
and the pictures are all unique and amazing.
At the meeting, we'll see a slide show and video footage that tell the
story of the expedition and feature the exquisite, strange animals
that were collected from the depths. This is a special opportunity
for us, for Mark and Robin are not on the speakers' platform often.
They are in co-production with BBC for a documentary on the Deep Rover
expedition and have new projects underway. We expect heavy attendance
at this program, so make sure you arrive early.
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Rhachiancetes glaucus
(California Gray Whale)
February 9, 1986
HlmANS ARE PETS IN DOLPHIN DOt1AIN
This whale was the main support
of the old shore whaling
stations. It is a shallow
water species and migrates
----. regularly up and down the
~ coast, to Bering Sea in summer
_. r 4!"a.'" • .~~-__ --.~ and to the warm lagoons 1n ~\
____ .__-:-__-..:---= ~_J'~~ ~---~:....~_£Ei-'----- Lower CalHornia and Mexico in -.<-~~ _:~ ~ winter. When the sperm fishery~'. '~ ---- ....- - ""---~ began to decline, a number of
-. ~-- -- ~.zr-~ __ _ ~-:;:.... """"- ...--- whalers fished the gray whale
~ ~ in t'iiesouthern lagoons. This~ ~ -.--= ... was an enterPfi se call i ng for~~ t;§' ":,0 --'-. ~ considerable fortitucJl'";as the~,,~ '1-' (,e.. -----.L-""'" ~
/
v ~'\.'!4.~~ ~e"60#0 gray is not timid and ----..,.. II
etO ~ ..... ~v inoffensi ve as are most of its~.l -+--....o~o~~ o~ ~'(\~: ~~iI)~'(\e famil y. The grays wi 11 take
"V- e _(,?J- _~. 'Co;.§'~ the offensive when molested,
t" ~~~ .~... -~.....~. (~~~ Q" and have earned for themsel ves~ II-~ v' ~e!(,~:\~ e ~~
!(,'(\ ~ '\... 'rJo,-.. ~(; t, ~e te..'(\ v' the name "Devi I Fi sh". Wi th~1; <; j,,1;'\."tt.tJi te..e 1Io~ Ail).... ote. L1;(;:\e the usual lack of foresight~ ~'(, ,.' v ,. 0 ....... e ... ~ It\1;
<J"li ~~ ~ '\.00#' ~< ~'Co; e~ i'?P e~ 'f" displayed by man in exploiting~cJ> ~o 1;'\. '(,'(\ee~ eo'\.'\. 1J.'O (/'1; ~1;""'\. ~ o~ ~ 't "a natural resource, the gray(;)<:....~e f/;~'(, 'O,..tJo~ ~ ~ -+--1;~ ~~l(e<'\o'\.C::;~ '(,6) ~t, whales were hunted until they
~ ~e'l (,'(\ ~ ~e~:\. ,_ 0 ~'(\~6)~~ (,'(\1;( ?>e~ '(,0 were ~onsidered extinct. It is
~ ~ < (, we e V' T.\,~.... ....~ AtO & '. ht t t d
.,;' fge"'!(,.... Ci)"" II-~ 6' ....~~ eeY \~.., ~(,. 11-,...... o[OJ a rare Slg 0 see one 0 ay
<e '\.?J-~ (. ~O !(,~ ...,,-4 I( ~'(. \: '(\~ \; on the Pacific Coast.
'?-te.. '!t)e.e'\. l.fIo?l- ~ (,e.. Ci)....~:\.0 ~~ ~e(, B t Paul liThe Whales of California"fIoe~!(,... 1(0 II-~'t e~ ~~~'\ e. ~\ unno '_ __ ....~~ ~{\ 'b>(,0 '\.\~ (/'. e~· >(,(?I- ro>?I-~ ~ CA Fish and Game ~.;"?I-~ !(,e'\. ote..'\....v~ o~ ,..~~~., .."",e"'~ O~ (". '\. ~~- --...~.O~ "'~ \O~ ~~ rp. -e.0
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v ,,, ~e ,,-e."'"I1' ~e
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The Borguss ~amily brings some 'pets' to their dolphins 4 times a day. These pets are
humans who pay $25 for being allowed to amuse the animals for 30 minutes. The B
dolphins live in a fenced off canal that is flushed by the ocean thereby keeping them
healthy. The dolphins are Atlantic Bottlenose dolphins, the Flipper type. They are
'teenagers', about 8 feet long and 350 pounds. The humans are asked to fill out a
questionnaire about their experiences. These are studied by a Florida professor in her
research on the bond between humans and animals. Autistic children have been brought
in to swim with the dolphins, successfully drawing the children out of their inner
worlds. Pregnant women are likely to be 'adopted' by the 2 female dolphins. The
dolphins can detect the fetal heartbeat. They have a strong maternal instinct and will
act quite possessive, often pushing other swimmers away from the woman. Once a woman
carrying twins was introduced to the dolphins. Dolphins do not have multiple births,
so they were unable to account for the third heartbeat they detected. This caused
great confusion! Another swimmer with a pacemaker caused a similar reaction. Like
people, the dolphins will favor one swimmer over another, causing humans to try and This
coax the dolphins for another ride. Lloyd Borguss runs Dolphins Plus "arine Mammal An
Training Station in Key Largo, Florida. (CI
grl
by Jane Taylor, United Press International SUI
condensed by Heather Albright ex(
KRR.L ABUNDANCE OFF CENTRAL CALIFORNIA
1985
Studies conducted by biologists at the Tiburon Laboratory have shown
that E. pacificia and !b~§!Dg@aa!-!elQlt!t!, another small euphausiid,
are abundant between Monterey and San Francisco during certain times of
the year. Task leader Sus Kato and Bill Leet of the Tiburon Laboratory
have identified prospective buyers for these krill, and are presently
aiding a commercial fisherman from Monterey in making preparations to
catch euphausids. The fisherman will use a net and other gear from the
Tiburon Laboratory, and Kato and Leet will also prOVide assistance in
fishing, as well as on-board handling techniques to assure that the
product is of high quality. Fishing trials will probably be intitated
in December.
Southwest Fisheries Center Monthly Report, Nov 1984
omewhat resembles an otter trawl .••••••
tter trawl is used to collect benthic samples
tte~s from the bottom of the ocean). It is a
t.m~scellanea grabber and each trawl yields
~lsln9 bits and pieces -- something like these
~pts from various sources.
Euphausiids (krill) are among the major forage species in the
California Current. Hundreds of tens of Antartic krill (~YibsYlis
!~fC~!), as well as the smaller. North Pacific krill (~.:._i~f.itjCj),
are imported annually from Japan and Canada as feed for aquarium fishes.
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fove-vear Each summer 3,500-4,000s~a. bowhead whales migrate right
through the drilling range.
Observations so far show that
Dthe intensity of noise in the
sea apparently does not disturb
the Whales ••• (but> some sudden
changes in noise level do."
MARINE MAMMAL NEWS October
AN EXHIBIT OF ORIGINAL PAINTINGS FROM THE SIERRA CLUB HANDBOOK
OF WHALES AND DOLPHINS, BY LARRY FOSTER will be presented at
the Pacific Grove Museum of Natural History, May 30-July 27,
1986. The reception is Thursday, May 29, 7-10 p.m., 165 Forest
Avenue, Pacific Grove.
A NEW ACS CONTACT ...
Sheila Baldridge's telephone now has the ACS answering machine
attached to it--372-3809.
MEMBERSHIP INFORMATION
Membership in the American Cetacean Society means protecting
whales, dolphins, porpoises through education, conservation,
research. The Monterey Bay chapter meets at 7:30 p.m. at
Ilopkins Marine Station, the last Thursday oC each month.
Programs and activities feature cetacea and the marine
environment. Yearly membership: $500-patron; $250-
contributing; $7S-supporting; $30-foreign (in U.S. currency);
$25-active.
SOUNDINGS, May 1986 was edited by Esta Lee Albright and Mary
Layman. Contributors include: Alan Baldridge, Esta Lee
Albright.
Art work in this month's SOUNDINGS: Page 1 figure Bob Western;
FIELD BOOK OF NATURAL HISTORY by E.L. Palmer and H.S. Fowler.
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HAY 1986 MEETING
Date:
Time:
Place:
Hay 22, 1986
7:30 p.m.
Fisher lIa11, Hopkins Marine Station, Pacific Grove
Speaker: Dr. Daniel Costa
Staff, Long Marine Lab
Topic: Studies of Marine Mammals and Birds in Antarctica
Dr. Costa has made two visits to South Georgia Island in the
Antarctic, just east of C~pe /forn, to work with with Southern
Fur Seals and Gray-headed Albatross. Be has also worked in
McMurdo Sound on the Weddell Seal. Much of his study has
included a look at the indeJlLh energetics of food intake of
these animals, with application to the krill resources of the
sOllthern ocean.
Dr. Costa is a physiologist; he received his Ph.D. at UCSC
working with Ken Norris, also workinR at Hopkins Marine L<lh, on the
topic of sea ottcr physiology. He has done post-e1octoral work
LIt Scripps Institute "'ith Pr()fessor ~oo~'man.
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BEAClI\vATCH/NARINE r-1AN~lAL RESCUE NEWS: The Seal's the Thing ...
We knew someone had again climbed the fence when the excited
voice on the phone said, "They I re petting the harbor seals at
Cypress Point! Come qUickly!" Once again the springtime
influx of tourists at Pebble Reach and the pupping season for
harbor seals had arrived togeth(~r.
This year a more critical pupping site emerged. In addition to
the mother-pUll pairs lIsually safely behind barricades at
Cypress Poinl, a group of seals moved 'round to Fanshell Beach
and l~ppeared on beaches quite near the scenic overlook and -'
parking lot there. For days. Beachwatch people were on the
scene, trying to explain to the tourists why the seals must
be left in solitude. Our cones <Iud orange barrier ribbons
seemed to attract attention instead of deterring anyone. The
problems of non-EnglIsh-speaking tourists, high winds, spray
from surf, and skittish seals kept the actiVity lever high.
!i,ar.bor seals normally are shy animals. They often live near
man, so being skittish on land is a protective behavior.
Fernale sus ua 11 y g i ve b i r t h t a a sin g Ie 1111 p () n Lan dill 1ate
April and early May. Pups are about .6 meters and 7 kilograms
at birth. They are (Iuite appealing in appearance, with silvery
gray or dark gray speckled coats, large eyes, and stuffed-toy-
like rotund bodies. They nurse 6 to 8 weeks but the mothers may
leave them alone on the beach while foraging offshore, even
as much as 10-15 hours. This makes them particularly vulnerable
on beaches such as Fanshell, where a great number of people can
actually stumble over them on the sand. IIarbor seal mothers
habitually put their own survival above that of the pups,
moreover. and will go into the water without the pup if
frightened. Each year, many pups are picked up by well-meaning
people who think the pup has been abandoned, or who want it for
a pet! Other times, pups fall victim to dogs roaming the
beaches, a recent problem in Pebble Beach.
The hectic week at Fanshell finally settled down as the pups ~
gained strength and mothers ~ere able to take them to rocks -
just offshore instead of the beaches. One pup, after a long
day on a very public part of the beach, was assumed abandoned.
In the evening, SPCA and Beachwalch people tried to place it
near the main group of seals, which rested on rocks just
offshore. One adult did seem to try to adopt it but was
rejected by the pup. After watching the pup struggle in the
rough water, a dramatic rescue \·I;-lS achieved by Bob IIuettman,
with a net and one strong swoop.
\olildlife Center director, Lisa Hoefler, had long cOlllmullicntiun
\o,'1th Beachwalchers anti mel with Pebble Beach officials to
discuss the probler.ls of Fanshell Reach alld the seals. In the
[uture, when pups are born there, the large P.B. signs will be
used throughout the Clrea. Since the.· public cannot he excllHled
from the overlooks ano the parking lot, \~l' are eager to educate
them about m;trine :nill!llllilLs and the I ,no in gencriJI, harbor seals
ill par tic \I 1<1 r • \~ e [C' 1 t a (l rill ted not ice t q he han d cd Cl \I tat
the gates \.,rollid help and r.B. agre.·cd, but they warn us
this could n1I':In hOOO pl.'fople 011 1>'(-'('k0I1d5 ,Jlld 1000 on weekday~!
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A brief, forceful handout, then, could cost about $2UO [or a
weekend supply. WE NEED PRIVATE DONATIO~S TO ACHIEVE
THIS .•• ANYONE KNO\v OF AN "ANGEL" FOR HARBOR SEAL PUPS,?
* -:1- * *
othe r Be a c h wa t c h cal 1. s ha ve f 0 c ussedon yea r lin g ~l.e Rhans
s~a1.e. At an ACS meeting last year, we learned that elephant
seals "leave home" after the baby molt and weaning, and nobody
knows where they go until they reappear as subadults back at
breeding grounds. Quite orten we see these youngsters on outer
beaches here--sometimes underweight, usually well and resting.
At the end of April, one report to the SPCA described an
elephant seal headed up the street from the area of the Monterey
Inn toward Lighthouse Avenue. Discouraged from that
expedition, its location was lost until Milos Radakovich
discovered it on rocks among the pilings under the Monterey
Plaza lIotel. ObViously resti.ng, it stayed around for four
days, leaVing tracks in the sand denoting nightly swims. Milos
noted its yellow tags and contacted Long Marine Lab to learn
where it had been tagged as a pup. It turned out the yellow
tags mean it was from San Nicholas island, off the coast of
Santa Barbara!
BEACHWATCH LIST CORRECTIONS
Please report errors on the List of volunteers which was sent
out last month. Guess whose telephone number is wrong on page
1 and again on page 2! That's right--proof-reader Esta Lee
Albright's real phone number is 375-1658.
RECENT MAR LNE MAMMAL OBSERVATIONS - compiled by Alan Baldridge
HUMPBACK WHALE - the first spring migrants were northbound with
2 adults 40 miles uff Half Moon Bay, San Mateo Co. on March 17
(TO) and a single sub-aduit Zigzagging north 19.5 miles W of
Pt. Pinos I Pac i fic Grove on March ~9 (ShJ).
MINKE WHALE - A single animal 800 meters off Otter Pt., Pacific
Grove on March 28 (:'ll{.RL). Late winter reports here are rare.
GRAY ImALE - No sout hbound anima Ls were seen from Moss Landing
Nnrine Laburatories this \.intcr (AB,BW). whereas usually they
observe a lew whnles in Jate Jalluary toward the end of
the mig r d t i 0 1\ S () u t. h . 0 n ~I arc h 2, ') c 0,\1 r tin g pair s, 4 wi. t han
audience of JU-5U 1~Ili.te-sided Dolphins, were seen mid-Bay
(ShJ). 011 t1arch 3 a very early cow-calf pai.r was northbound at
Cypress Pt., Pebble Beach (JV). Breac,hing animals are rare
c los e t () " 0 pkill s ~l a r i neSt 11 t ion but I was see non Mar c h J0
(AB). On March 12 there were several courting groups off
Granite Canyon. Rocky Point. Big Sur (DH). On t>larch 22 a
Ireshly dfJ<ld 2l fool yearling was ashore at Del Monte Beach,
Monterey (pussibly starvatiun victim). Measurements and
sam pie S collec ted by ~lUI L (A B, B\.,1) • Beg inn i ngill mid - Mar c h
repofts were f('ceived of smaJ 1 individuals very close to sandy
beaches, behaving as if attempting to feed (DQ). A trio
of large animals was observed feeding at Hopkins Marine Station
on April 2 (AB). This was confirmed by Dr. J. Oliver, MLML
who dived to one area in 45 feet of water to find
characteristic pits, excavated during feeding, in large beds of
the tube-dwelling worm Diopatra. This is the first confirmed
evidence for bottom feeding in the Bay. Another early cow-calf
pair was at Pt. Piedras Blancas, San Luis Obispo Co. on April 3
(RJ). 3 whales were seen in kelp beds at that location
apparently feeding on Mysids, crustaceans which swarm in the
kelp canopy (RJ). This occurred in late March. 2 animals
exhibited similar behavior at Otter Pt., Pacific Grove on April
16 (B&JH). At that same location on April 18 at least 5 whales
were present and apparently feeding (B&JH,AB). On April 24 a
21 foot male calf was ashore and dead on Manressa State Beach,
Santa Cruz Co. Possibly an Orca victim, buried at site
(TD,JG). On April 26 yet another carcass, an estimated 30 foot
animal, considerably decomposed and therefore unsexed, came
ashore at Del Monte beach, Monterey (.lV). It was buried on
site. The fourth carcass of the period was found on "Wreck
Beach" on the south side of Pfeiffer Pt., Big Sur on April 25.
Estimated Length JO feet. Animal washed off beach 2 days
later (SM).
ORCA - On March 27 a pod of 25 was seen 4 miles W of Pt. Sur
heading north. One of the largest pods ever recorded in this
area, it included 3-4 adult bulls (DL). Simultaneously to
the north at Pt. Lobos a pod of 5 was seen (GM). This was a rare
instance of two groups being present in our area. What appears
to be the same small pod was seen again at Pt. Lobos heading
north on March 29 (S&JH). 2 adult males passed very close
to Pt. Piedras Blancas heading N April 11 (R.l).
PACIFIC WHITE-SIDED DOLPHIN - On March 2 a total of about 500
in several schools 5-6 miles WNW of Pt. Pinos (Sh.l). 30-50
animals were near Mile Buoy off the Aquarium on March 30 and 4-
6 there on April 7 (WS). On April IS JO-40 were seen from
shore at Cypress Pt., Pebble Beach (S&JH).
COMMON DOLPHIN - The appearance of this species in local waters
again coincided with elevated sea surface temperatures. 100
were 2 miles off Cypress Pt. on l"1arch 3 (.lV). On March 24 12-
15 were 6 miles SW of Pt. Pinos and 400 (including about 100
calves) were 3 miles W of Pt. Pinos on March 29--an
exceptionally large group (Sh.l). 1 came ashore and died IS
minutes later on Del Monte Beach, Monterey on April 6 (ACS
Beachwatchers). Specimen to MLML. On April 13 150-200 were
leeding 1.5 miles N of Lovers' Pt., Pacifi.c Grove (AB,Sh.l) and
on April '30, 250, including 40% cow-calf pairs over the Canyon
\~ l) [ ~I 0 s s Lan dill g (J A, ~IN , ML ~1 L T ran s pet ) .
NORTHERN RIGHt-WHALE DOLPHIN - On March 2, with White-sided
Dolphins around a courting trio of Gray Whales, 20 were seen
(S Ill) .
RISSO'S DOLPHIN - On March 2Y H-I() were 8.4 miles WNW of Pt.
Pinos (ShJ) ancl on Apri.l l'3 16U animals in 4 schools were 5-7
miles \v of Noss Landing. ~1ating behavior observed (AB,ShJ).
DALL'S PORPOISE - 13-l4 ani.mals were 20 miles \.,r of Pt. Pinos
with 2 animals closer to shore at 4 miles off the same day,
~la r c h L 9 (S hJ ) .
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"ARBOR PORPOISE - On March 23 a female and calf pai.r o(f Ft.
Ord (WS).
BOTTLENOSE DOLPHIN - Just outside our area to th~ south 13
animals were seen at the mouth of San Carpojo Creek, San Luis
Obispo Co. on April3 (B. Hadfield, fide RJ).
HARBOR SEAL - The Pt. Reyes radio-tagged individual was last
seen at Hopkins Marine Station on March 19. It has since
reappeared at Pt. Reyes (AB). The mahogany-red headed
individual seen at Hopkins Marine Station in December 1984 was
seen again on March 27 through April 30. Pupping is in full
swing just now in local rookeries. The first pups of the year
were 2 found at the 17th hole, Cypress Pt., by world class
golfer JV on April 2.
NORTHERN ELEPHANT SEAL - Pup loss at Ana Nuevo Island reached
40-45% during January storms (BJL). Animals on the nearby
point were unaffected. On March 21 a weaned pup was ashore at
Carmel Meadows beach (JV).
NORTHERN FUR SEAL - 2 were seen offshore on March 29--the first
one at 1.5 miles W of Pt. Pinos, and the second 19 miles W
(ShJ) .
SOUTHERN SEA OTTER - on Feb. 14 a 92 lb. shark-killed adult
male was found at Asilomar, Pacific Grove. This is the largest
recorded weight locally (JAm). At Pt. Lobos a rogue male otter
has been observed on 5 occasions to catch and ~onsume birds. 5
Western Grebes and 1 Surf Scoter were taken by this individual
in Whalers' Cove (JL,LQ,SM). Preying on seabirds, although
previously recorded, is very rarely observed. A total of 55
otters were counted between Pt. Pinos and the Monterey Holiday
Inn on March 7. The total included 11 small and 9 large pups
(MR,JV). On March 26 a 2 lb. mal~ pup was found on Del Monte
Beach, Monterey, and taken to the Aquarium for eventual
rehabilitation. Otters returned in numbers to Moss Landing
harbor where 17 were seen on March 3L and subsequently. This
is the first influx there in several months (RK).
BONUS SPECIES
GREAT WHITE SHARK - on February 8 a Large individual variously'
estimated from 16 to 20 feet was found at Ano Nuevo Pt., San
~ateo Co. (GS). Unfortunately the sea reclaimed it before the
stomach contents could be examined.
LEATHERBACK TURTLE - 3 dead animals found dead and decomposed
under suspicious circumstances were as follows: October 22,
1985, San Carpojo Creek; November 6, 1985, Grimes Pt. I Big Sur;
December 25, 1985, Morro Bay sandspit, San Luis Obispo Co. All
\.ere possibly victims of the offshore drift gillnet fishery for
shark and swordfish (RJ).
CONTRIBUTORS: JAm=J. Ames; JA=J. Anderson; AB=A. Baldridge;
TD=T. Dohl; JG=J. Guerrero; S&JH=S&J Harrison; 'B&JI/=B&J Head;
RJ=R. Jameson, USFWS; RK=R. Kvitek; BJL=BJ LeBoeuf; DL=D.
Lemon, Star of HontereYi JL=J. Loomis; RL=R. Luckenbach; SH=S.
Meyer; SMc=S. McBreen; GH=C. McGowan; DQ=D. Qualls; LQ=L.
Qui.ntalla; NR=M. Reidman; DR=D. Rose; ShJ=Shearwater Journeys;
\~S=\';. Sperduto; JV=J. Vandevere; B\\=B. Wursig.
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AN EXHIBIT OF ORIGINAL PAIN'rlNGS FROM THE SIERRA CLUB HANDBOOK
OF WHALES AND DOLPHINS, BY LARRY FOSTER will be presented at
the Pacific Grove Museum of Natural History, May 30-July 27,
1986. The reception is Thursday, May 29, 7-10 p.m., 165 Forest
Avenue, Pacific Grove.
A NEW ACS CONTACT ...
Sheila Baldridge's telephone now has the ACS answering machine
attached to it--372-3809.
~lEMBERSIlIP 1NFORt-lATTON
Membership in the American Cetacean Society means protect.i.ng
Whales, dolphins, porpoises through education, conservation,
research. The NOllterey Bay chapter meets ilt 7:30 p.m. at
Ilopkins ~larillc Station, the last Thursday of each month.
Programs and activities feature cetacea and the marine
environment. Yearly membership: $SOO-patron; $250-
contributing; $7S-supporting; $30-forcign (in U.S. currency);
$25-active.
SOUNDINGS, May 1986 was edited by Esta Lee Albright and Mary
Layman. Contributors include: Alan Baldridge, Esta Lee
Albright.
Art work in this month's SOUNDINGS: Page 1 figure Bob Western;
FIELD BOOK OF NATURAL HISTORY by E.L. Palmer and H.S. Fowler.
MONTEREY BAY CHAPTER
AMERICAN CETACEAN SOCIETY
P.O. BOX HE
PACIFIC GROVE CA 93950-0405
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JUNE MEETING DATE: Thursday, June 26
LOCATION: Fisher Hall, Hopkins Marine Station,
Pacific Grove
-SPEAKER: Roy Nickerson
TOPIC: The Friendly Whales
- -Roy Nickerson just sent the manuscript of his fifth book to
the publisher. His working title is THE FRIENDLY WHALES and
a t the Jun e ACg meeti ns he. will .Rhow ~o lor sl ides he took
for illustrations in the book.
This was his second trip to San Ignacio Lagoon, where gray
whales spend winter months. He will trace the kind of trip
available to travelling whalewatchers: from San Diego to
islands off Mexico where pinnipeds have recovered populations
under government protection, then onto the lagoon where people
in small bOBts and gray whales might view one another close-·
up.
BROTHER WHALE was Mr. Nickerson's first book (1977). It is a
natural history of whales, especially the humpbacks of Hawaii,
and a history of whaling. A second edition with a new cover
will be out this winter. More recently, he published SEA
OTTERS, A NATURAL HISTORY AND GUIDE.
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BY-THE-WIND SAILORS
Nautical wreckage of mammoth proportions is beginning to be
commonplace on certain beaches these days. The tracings of
blue at the high tide marks are really the remains of hundreds
of By-the-Wind Sailors (Velella velella) that have been driven
ashore by the changing wind.
Usually drifting safely offshore, huge gatherings ~f these
little chondrophores (a relative df jellyfiSh) are sometimes
mistaken for floating oil or seaw~ed. A single Velella looks
like a flattened, 3" oval saucer, except that it has an
upright, transparent sail on top and a short fringe hanging
underneath. The float part reminds you of a flattened, thin
capsule left too long in the sun, while the sail has a crisp
delicacy and gives the animal its name (velum is Latin for
sail). It sets on a diagonal to the oval platform; in this
hemisphere and this eastern part of the Pacific, it is right
to left, which means our customary northwest winds set it on a
safe tack away from shore most of the time. It's when the
winds change to southerly that the ~reckage ashore occurs.
If ours are "right-handed", it follows that Velalla in the
western Pacific (the Orient) are "left-handed" to hold a
course offshore there.
Because of the sail, many ~~o.!tle_~ht9k J!~.rmless. Y..-eJella i~a
Portiigue·s-e- lolari a-' Wa-r-.-They a rE~ distant relati ves, belonging
to different orders; the Man O'War actually could be called
Men O'War, because it's a float~ng colony. Velella is one
animal floating mouth down, with small polyps that flex and
contract in the water in proper jellyfish fashion. Sometimes
these underside formations capture plankton food; other times
they divide off a part of themselves into independent beings.
These new £ormssink to remarkable depths and, hidden beyond
prying scientific gaze, somehow become able to reproduce. The
new generation develop floats and rise back to the surface.
As with many marine invertebrates, the anatomy, physiology,
and life history of Velella read like blatant science fiction,
but it is the huge numbers of blue Velella and their erect
little sails that capture people's attention. Travelers in
the ocean elements, whether they be ancient Polynesians, yacht
racers, or small marine mammals,always appeal to human
imaginations. At this time of year, it is rewarding to have
so many to study. At the same time, we regret to see yet
another sailor come to grief on a lee shore.
",
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SEA LION PUPS
California Sea Lions migrate from the Monterey Breakwater to
the Channel Islands every summer. Pups are born there.
Almost all sea lions in the Monterey area are males.
That's what we used to believe. Lately we've learned that
about 20% of the local sea lions may be females. Now, in the
past two months, Lisa Hoefler, SPCA Wildlife Center Director,
has seen two sea lion pups. The most recent pup was picked up
on Del Monte Beach, weighing 30 pounds, with mouth injuries.
The earlier one, found off the Coast Guard pier, weighed only
20 pounds. Obviously, pups are being born here, but no one is
yet guessing why.
Marine mammal watchers should take a good look at baby
pictures and be sure we can tell a young sea lion from other
infants. But if you see one, don't expect anyone to believe
you--Marine Mammal Center people didn't believe Lisa until
they arrived to pick up the sea lion pup!
DOLPHIN SUPPORT
Milos Radakovich, after supporting a dying dolphin in the
ocean beside Cannery Row a year ago, decided a support system
would be more comfortable for both animal and rescuer. Anyone
who knows about Milos' creative mind will not be surprised to
hear that he designed a device that will help hold a dolphin
upright in moving water and will help support the animal so
that the blowhole can be raised above water with less effort
from the dolphin and the human helping it. The device uses
flotation devices and a sling. Milos drew the pattern using
measurements from the dolphin models in the Monterey Bay
Aquarium. These were made from beachcast animals, so are
accurate. Milos was able to get actual measurements of local
species: the small harbor porpoises to the larger common
dolphin.
The SPCA Wildlife Center became interested and volunteered to
find production funds. Two Wildlife volunteers, Lt. Johnson
and Lt. Susan Iverson, are donating funds for materials. The
sling part resembles the dolphin sling this chapter donated to
the SPCA two years ago: canvas, flannel lining, etc.
Construction is by Sara Hubbard, who is donating her labor.
Milos plans a scientific article or other report on his
design. He hopes to test this prototype with a liVing
dolphin, before there is a stranded dolphin in distress.
MAIN FLOATS
-,-~--- .....
TAIL FLOAT
/COPTIONAL)
11f1..
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ART SHOW
There's a wonderful opportunity to see first-rate marine art
at the Pacific Grove Museum of Natural History until July 27.
In front of the building is a life-size ferrocement sculpture
of a gray whale--"Sandy", purchased by donations from artist
Larry Foster. Inside the museum is a collection of 70 of his
paintings in an exhibit sponsored by Chevron in recognition of
the Year of the Ocean.
A 1980 article in COMMUNICATION ARTS says: "Larry Foster has
radically transformed the long-standing, deeply-rooted image
of whales as blimp-like balloons. Slowly, finally, the
world's image of the whale is being replaced by a sleek,
streamlined, graceful animal, often with a concave, rather
than a swollen, throat. Never before has a single person been
responsible for so altering our concept of the physical
appearance of another creature."
Foster studied many years, collecting bits and pieces
of information from written records and eyewitness reports.
Mixed with the paintings are bits of information: "average
body temperature of Baleen whales is similar to that of human
beings--98 degrees".
The paintings are the originals of illustrations in THE SIERRA
CLUB HANDBOOK OF WHALES AND DOLPHINS, and Foster's art is known
for its accurate details.
Regardless of the book's presence on our own bookshelves,
seeing the original art is a singular treat. The colors are
clear, with a transparent look that almost feels watery.
Poses are clear and illustrative, yet dynamic. As w.ith a live
orchestra in comparison to a cassette tape, the paintings
themselves have presence and life that are impossible to
contain on printed pages.
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HELP!
Much as we hate to say it, we are losing our production wizard
for SOUNDINGS. Mary Layman has an excellent new job as
director of the library at the Desert Research Institute
which is affiliated with the University of Nevada. She ~ill be
leaving soon and, while we are happy to see her professional
career advance, we heave a regretful sigh for SOUNDINGS.
So, who will help out? We don't expect most of you to have
access to the computer power Mary has had, but a letter-
quality printer or a typewriter with a clean ribbon will both
produce a SOUNDINGS page that can be reproduced and read
easily. That's what we really hope for. The news deadline is
the first,of each month and the camera-ready pages need to be
~t,the prlnter by :he end of the first week of the month.
e re aWf~lly fl:xlble on everything else--we're happy when
peop~e wrlte artlcles, or find art work, or layout the pages.
That s about it--will you help? Please call Esta Lee at 375-
1658 or Sheila Baldridge at 372-3809.
Try-th~f,4~dt;!T-~~~,le bu~ea \J.
By DONALD~, A WUDWl wbo auwered tile phone Next to be notified was the Marine
, . 'SeadDeI Staff Wdler at tileMossLaItd1aIMarble Lab said. .Mammal center iD sausalito, where
LA: SELVA.BEACH - Dead· IlObadJ tIIere ClDIIJd make it to MaD-. a spokeswoman said tile ceJlter was
whales are jut tbat - dead.. ~ . resa today. lllaybe tomo~, slut ouly intereSted in llve wbales. She
pareatly tJaat;l1 the sad aad for DOW sugesI8L~ ..,'.' , ...". . suggested call1D1.the local SPCA.
CODtiDuiDg faCe 01 the c:reature tba1 A State Pub ~tl91 said. The woman who aaswerecl the
bas beea beacbed"aloag Maansa she eaDed Na&1ve ADimal Rescue phone at tbe SPCA said, "We deD't
State Beacb...Dead,. tba literal aDlt ud Gre!apeace, but. bad beea aD- bandle whales.':" Sbe c1lreded the
bureaucraUc~water... ,.able to reaclie1ther.apacy. Subs&- ,caller to contact 'Couuly Mainten-
. No cute··Riiihpbaey~: nam.a quat pbaDe~ from tbIs ead met 'ance, wheR' tJJe.Dra1Dage Depart-
were 89U appUed:tortllis-cetaceeD. a maDar fate.. meDt, abe said;'dea!s with tblDp ill
No·teamlaf.sct.....yetatteDd~ , :n:f1DaIlj~ a pOsltlveanswer of sorts· "~ water..lDcladiD~very larp~
3O-foot-lODI mass oJ,dead-.tIssaeo: ..wis obtained. ~Vasquez , ..~gs. . " ".' .
.And. as.yet..110 One seems ~wiIIt' .ofuacs: LGIig MtiiliutLab said , ". ~~A ,wbaJe?..:salcr R:ay Dotson Of
to a) bury tile dead;.wbale; 01': b~ "SfJl'D8Q118 froID the lab would 10 out C01Ully MaiDteaanc:e." "How big' Is'
study. dissect. cane· or .obIemt.~ .tills aftemooa and measare and take .It?" WIleD. told the animar. size. be
. After ftlCeiying c:aDs fmm severaL .... samples from tile dead .replied. "We'venever tackled a dead
Sand Dollar-ftsideats tIIat. a'lfa'f .:':eatliie. Bat tbe lab, abe said. bad whale.before.•....He said MaiDtenance
whale was' dead lD the water. the DO equipmeat with wblcb to move bas picked up dead seals and sea
logical step- seemed to· be to fIDd, 'tile deadwbale. and, anyway, a ~" ~,but... a 300foot ~.? ,
someone wbo would take care of tbe mit would be required before they We probably couldn t do any-
eareass";'espedaU, before it starts 'ClGaId ID0ge anydaiq from a state thill,," Dotson said. "Hopefully it
to smelL . beadL· . will go somewbere else-"
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NEW MEMBERS - WELCOME!
Helen Allen, Lynne J. Bynum, Caroline Rodgers, Jack Shutt
MEMBERSHIP INFORMATION
Membership in the American Cetacean Society means protecting
whales, dolphins, porpoises through education, conservation,
research. The Monterey Bay chapter meets at 7:30 p.m. at
Hopkins Marine Station, the last Thursday of each month.
Programs and activities feature cetacea and the marine
environment. Yearly membership: $500~patron; $250-
contributing; $75-supporting; $30-fore±gn (in U.S. currency);
$25-active. '
•
SOUNDINGS, June 1986, was edited by Esta Lee Albright and
Mary Layman. Contributors: Esta Lee Albright and Santa
Cruz Sentinel. Art work: 11ilos Radakovkh and Esta Lee
Albright.
For infonmation about ACS Monterey Bay, call 372-3809.
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* JULY 1986 MEETING *
* *
******************************
DATE: Thursday, July 31, 1986
TIME: 7:30PM
PLACE: Fisher Hall
Hopkins Marine Station
Pacific Grove
SPEAKER: Hark Silberstein
Program Coordinator
Elkhorn Slough
Estuarine Foundation
TOPIC: Elkhorn Slough Update:
A Pilgrim's Progress
There are presently nine National Estuarine Sanctuaries
and we are blessed with the only one in California right on our
doorstep at Hoss Landing. This area, just beyond the chimneys of
the Pacific Gas and Electric Plant, is a haven and an abundant
source of food for many species of birds, fish and invertebrates,
not forgetting the Harbor Seals which haul-out on the mudflats
and the occasional wandering sea otter. The sanctuary has trails
for wandering humans, docents to answer their questions and an
int~rpretive building with displays which was opened just a year
ago.
Our speaker has a great knowledge and love of the region
and its creatures and an eagerness to share which makes listening
to him an absolute joy. He will show slides, give an overview of
the area and its wild life and current reasearch being conducted
th~[e.
.
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A MONTH OF CHANGE FOR SOUNDINGS STAFF
All of us who p~duce SOUNDINGS apologize for the lack of the
usual marine news and features this month. Writers Alan and Sheila
Baldridge inspected the marine life of England and Scotland, and
Esta Lee Albright fled to the warm waters of Bermuda. However, every-
one is busy gathering material for the August issue, and we are happy
to welcome Ruth and Allan Kraus to our midst to help with newsletter
production. Marion LaRosa is in Charge of mailing. A large thank-you
for the helpl
SECOND ACS NATIONAL CONFERENCE
Announcements for the 2nd ACS National Conference have been
mailed. The Conference Theme is; The World's Whales - The Whale's
World. The dates are November 21 - 23, 1986 and the location is
Monter~y, California. More details will be provided at a later date.
WELCOME TO NEW MEMBERS
Heidi V. Ryan, Kenneth McKenzie and Henry L. Orwitz
MEMBERSHIP INFORMATION
Membership in the American Cetacean Society means protecting
whales, dolphins and porpoises through education, conservation and
research. The Monterey Bay Chapter meets at 7:30 PM at the Hopkins
Marine Station on the last Thursday of each month. Programs and acti-
vities feature cetacea and the marine environment. Yearly membership:
$500 - patron; $250 - contributing: $75 - supporting: $30 - foreign
(in US Currency); $25 - active. Telephone contact: 372-3809.
r:'11/('."•••• (n:.. .. .. .... ...... .• , {I_. '\I'r..:~.~A.' ,.: ~ .~~ ".
. .•... . Artwork this month is borrowed from the Elkhorn Slough
Newsletter which is a benefit of membership 1n the Elkhorn
Slough Foundation, PO Box 267, Moss Landing, Ca., 95039 •...•
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blue whale
Balaenoptera musculus
~ humansHomoBGPkns
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* AUGUST 1986 MEETING *
* *
******************************
DATE: Thursday, August 28, 1986
TIME: 7:30PM
PLACE: Fisher Hall
Hopkins Marine Station
Pacific Gzov~
SPEAKER: Alan Baldridge
TOPIC: Ocean Wanderers: The Seabirds of Monterey Bay
The Bay is visited and its food riches are utilized by seabirds
from Alaska, Australia, California, Canada, Chile, Hawaii and Mexico.
The migrations, feeding ecology (including associations with marine
mammals), distribution and relative abundance will be discussed. The
p~o9ram will be illustrated with slides.
TI&~ speaker has observed seabirds in many parts of the world and
this year celebrates twenty years of dt-sea observations on the bay.
A vi90~OUS AC~ member, he is a mentur to our chapter and an official
spokesman on local mar ine Rlclltunals dUU seabird obse.rvat ions. He is
Librarian and Public Relations Officer at Hopkins Marine Station. With
John Ddvis, he wrote "The Bird Y~rir; A Book For Birders."
Soundings
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BLUE WHALE
A 67' male was discovered beached at an isolated location on private
property along the Big Sur coast. The site is not open to the public. It
was examined on July 24 when it was thought to have been dead a week. This
sub-adult is the first recent stranding in the Monterey Bay region. The
last in California was an 86' adult female at Bean Hollow, San Mateu County.
Two others known in the last decade include - one killed by a super tanker
off Ensenada, Baja California and carried on its bow "bubble" to Los Angeles
Harbor (complete skeleton now on display in LA County Museum of Natural His-
tory); the other found dead on the shore of Vandenberg Air Force Base (now
in Santa Barbara Museum of Natural History). The cause of death of the Big
Sur sub-adult is not known, although gillnets and Orcas can, in all likeli-
hood, be excluded. Blues have been frequent in offshore waters of our are~
since mid-July (see Marine Mammal Observations section).
-----Alan Baldridge----
Summertime brings a few of the great whales offshore from Mon~e y, to
tantalize us when there are fewer opportunities to take boat trips out to
see them. One must expect to be at least three to nine miles outside the
bay in uncertain conditions if one sets out to find blue whales or hump-
backs. Summer fog makes distance sighting difficult, and the pure expanse
of the rim of the submarine canyon (popular feeding areas) sets up a "needle
in a haystack" situation. It is best to collect reports of sightings, such
as this year's repeated reports of blue whale spouts near Cypress Point
Buoy, then set out on a boat trip with plans to spend the necessary hours
offshore. With all the sea birds now present, and with possibilities of por-
poises, dolphins, orcas, minkes and the large whales, it's worth the time
and seasick pills to give it a try. Shearwater Journeys, the only year-round
nature excursion company of Monterey Bay has ten boat trips scheduled out of
Monterey between mid-August and mid-September. Contact ACS Member Debra
Shearwater, PO Box 1445, Soquel, Ca., 95073, (408)-688-1990.
The magnificence of a blue whale can be felt by seeing the 30 foot
spout or the roll of the 80 foot back, or even a skeleton stretched out on
exhibit. Otherwise, there's the description in an article from the Santa
Cruz Sentinel, May 7, 1986, of the problems of scientists from UCSC after
they finally got official permission to save the skeleton of the 80-ton,
86-foot long blue whale that washed up on a San Mateo County beach in 1979.
"Initially there was vast interest in the project, but enthusiasm decays as
the square root of the exposure to the animal," marine specialist Tom Dohl
said. "By the third day we were down to four or fiv~ hCdrly souls," and lhe
beast was huge---the size of two Greyhound buses parked bumper to bumper.
The process of flensing took 10 or 11 days. Although marine mammalogists
have kits of special tools designed for dissecting marine mammals, "nothing
available equips you to go at a blue whole. Il's like lIying to di~sect a
mastodon with a swiss aImy knife.
Large knives for flensing were sent down [rom the National Marine
Fisheries Lab In Seattle. They look a lot like big hockey sticks, with a
four or five foot handle dud an angled two-foot long, five-inch blade at
the end. "The peril of four or five inexperienced individuals wielding five
-foot knives sliding around on a tremendous beast that's Hhifting around in
the surf was considerable. But, only ane student suffered dny iniury---he
cut his finger while making a sandwich on the beach."
Dahl estimates that eight tons of blubber were carved off the whale
in 75-100 lb. chunks. They were hauled aside for a rendering plant in
Salinas, but a fIerce stoEm washed them out to sea dnd th~ blubber vanished.
The skeleton was dismantled and mov~d via helicopter and truck··- the
jawbones alone were 18 feet long. After ~ix years on th~ gLass alon9siJ~
Long Marine Lab, the bones are being reconstructed for exhibit by Frank .
i t · t . .~ .~.; t-··'~l.~·.Pe r r y, UCS C s c en 1 S • . _.•!~~~'Y!;.;:":.:'~~~:::'.~1:'(;;;."
----Esta Lee Albrlghl---- "'~", ...;:q;"':'.:':':"'~:;""" .
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July 31st 1986
RECF-NT MARINE MAMMAL OBSERVATIONS - May - July
Compiled by Alan Baldri~ge
Blue Whale - 3 animals were 5 1/2 miles NW Pt. Pinos, Pacific
Grove on July 15 (BW), and 1 at Cypress Pt., Pebble Beach on
July 16 (TH). There were 2 reports on July 20 of animals close
to Pt. Pinos (AB, ShJ), and on July 24 a 70' individual was
photographed 2 miles Wof Cypress Pt. (JS). Throughout this
period residents of Pebble Beach were reporting large whales
from shore between Cypress Pt. and Pt. Joe. Finally a 67'
specimen was found on the beach S of Pt. Sur on July 24 (see
box) •
Minke Whale - Areas of concentration have been in usual locations
along th! Bi8Sur coast. 2 were at Granite canyon. Rocky pt.,
Big Sur on May 1 (DR), with singles there May 3 and 4 and S
sightings there between June S and June 25 (max. of 4 on June
12) (DR~. Elsewhere a si~le was 5 miles SSE of Soquel Pt ••
Santa Cruz Co. on M~y 1 (JC). A single off Monterey Bay
Aquarium on June 16 (GM). 1 off Lovers' Pt •• Pacific Grove on
July 10 (JS). 2 animals at the pt. Pinos buoy on July 24 incl-
.. ,.
uded an individual named Springsteen pbtographed hereabouts in
1985 (JS). This species is easily observed during the summer
months from the bar or restaurent at Rocky Point (AB).'
Humpback Whale - On May 30 a single animal 8 miles S of Santa
Cruz (NL) and 3 off Carmel Bay on May 31 (BW). 3 animals,perhnps
the same 3,were seen in Monterey Bay June 7 (ShJ).
Gray Whale - Feeding activity reported in the last summary con-
tinued into early May. 7 animals. including "2 cow/calf pairs
were at Sandhill Bluff, nr. Davenport, Santa Cruz Co. on May 4
(JV). On May 7 a cow/calf pair, in which the mother was observed
feeding, was at Pomponio Beach, Santa Cruz Co. (D~ Breese to JG).
On May 8 possible feeding involving 2 animals was observed at
Hopkins Marine Station, Pacific Grove (AB). On the same day a
cow/calf pair was off San Jose Creek B~ach, Pt. Lobos (CB). At
Pt. Lobos the last N-bound whale was on May 18 (JL) and the last
for our area was a single at Granite Canyon on May 25 (DR).
NW pt. Pinos included
On June 14 20-25 in
Outside of our area, a 42' individual became trapped and died
under Benicia Pier, Contra Costa Co. (Santa Cruz Sentinel May
15). 2 late animals were reported at Diablo Canyon, San Luis
Obispo Co. on June 9 (SKa). Between 7 and 9 animals were
found entangled "in gillnets in S. California this past season.
The majority were liberated (TD).
Orca - On May 17 8 animals C) male, 4 female plus calf) 5 miles
NW Pt. Pinos CRT). On May )1 2 large bulls travelled S along
south shore of Pt. Lobos (GP,FC). On June 1 ) animals, 2m~ 1f
)/4 miles W Granite Canyon (BW), and ) more, probab1y the same
pod 2 miles Wof Pt. Lobos June 6 (BW). Finally on JUly 20
4 including 1 adult male were observed}most1y resti~9 miles
sw Pt. Pinos (AB,ShJ).
Pacific White-sided Dolphin - A huge, school of approx. 1000
animals Monterey Bay June 7 (ShJ). On June 28, schools of 100
and 12 were 4 miles Wof Pt. Pinos and 12 miles from Pt. Pinos
(ShJ). On the evening of July 29 )5 animals, either this species
or Common Dolphin were 1/2 mile offshore when seen from Lovers'
. Pt., Pacific Grove (TH). .
Risso's Dolphin - 60 animals 8 miles
several calves on April 19 (ShJ,SK).
Montsey Bay (RT).
Northern Right-whale Dolphin - On June 7 many were present,
although no estimates possible,~.among1000White-sided Dolphins
(8hJ). 100 animals were observed. on Monterey Bay June 14 (RT).
Dall's Porpoise - 6 animals. inclUding 1 sub-adUlt, at the
normal location 2.1 miles SSE of Cypress pt. on July 20 (AB,
ShJ). Cow/calf pairs, always uncommon in our area, were SSE
of CypreQs Pt. July 26 (JS). )-5 probably of this species
were off Hopkins Marine Station July 31 (TH).
Common Dolphin - 30-40 animals at "A" Buoy off Fort Ord were
feeding and accompanied by seabirds on May 1 (AB).
Hubb's Beaked Whale - Outside of our area, a juvenile drowned
in a gillnet off San Onofre Beach, San Diego Co. Specimen to
LA County Musuem of Natural History (Herald 6/6/86).
Observations (Cont'd)
Harbor Seal - The highest reported count in Elkhorn Slough reached 53
on July 14 (RK).
Northern Elephant Seal - Singles ashore Scm Jose Creek Beach on May 8
and a small individual blocked the Coast Guard boat l:amp in Monterey
Marina on May 1 (TH).
Northern Fur Seal - A single animal was 8 mIles NW of Pt. Pinos on
Apr il 19 ( AB) .
Southern Sea otter - A birth was witnessed at Headland Cove, Pt. Lobos
on Hay 17 (RB). The pair was observed for the remainder of the day. On
July 20 an individual was diving in very deep water SW of Cypress Pt.,
perhaps to a submerged pinnacle (AB,ShJ).
Contributors:
AB - Alan Baldridge FC - F. Ciesla Ska - S. Kawa
CB - C. Bancroft TO - T. Dohl, UCSC SK S. Kruse, UCSC
DC - D. Campos JG - J. GuerreJ:o RK - R. KVitek, MLMLJC - J. Chr istman, UCSC TH - T. Hahn NL - N. Lemon
N~w Holiday ShJ
- Shear water Journeys
JL - J. Loomis GM - G. McGowan GP - G. Powell
JS - J. Stern RT - R. Ternullo DR - D. Rose
Pt. Sur Clipper JV - J. Vavra BW - B. Williamson
Captain Randy RB - R. Bethel
NEWS FROM BEACHWATCH/HARINE MAMMAL RESCUE
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The Fourth of July Holiday for several Beachwatch volunteers was spent
with a 2S0-pound ~phant seal at Carmel River Beach. It was two to three
years old, big, molting, and not the most beautiful holiday sight; but the
weather was fine and volunteers had a good opportunity to enjoy some lovely
scenery and talk with interested local people on the beach. In fact, it was
TV star Betty White's houseguest who reported the seal to the SPCA, and Ms.
White came down to express concern for the animal and praise for the volun-
teers. This was the first time out for the tall highway cones donated by
Beachwatcher Helen Allen and they served well. On the third day, the elephant
seal evidently had enough rest and returned to the water, making this a
fairly typical elephant seal encounter.
Other Beachwatch activity has been with sea lions. One, on the beach near
the foghorn in Pacific Grove, was lethargic and skinny. Another, on Asilomar
Beach, had a propeller wound. The Marine Mammal Center truck was on the way
for the latter when a man walking dogs on the beach refused to heed the
volunteers' plea for distance and the dogs frightened the sea lion back into
the water. This, too, is fairly typical, for some dog-walking public often
refuse to cooperate unless there Is evidence that the marine animal may have
a L:onunun icable desease.
Po~tscripl to the need for an informational flyer on harbor seal pup§: at
the end of d report on the chaotic pupping season for harbor seals at Fan-
::;hell Beach in Pebble Beach (Soyndip9'§, Hay 1986), we expx:essed need fox:
funds to produce a flyer to educate the thousands of tourists about the need
to stay away from marine animals ashore, especially shy harbor seal mothers.
Offers of artistic assistance, a break on printing costs, and other aids were
forthcoming. But, the "angel" we needed ax:rived when Orange County Chapter of
ACS sent a check that wlll cover most of the printing costs. Every volunteer
who weuthered that fx:ustrating week at Fanshell feels a special gratitude for
thi~ hel~ from a fellow chapter.
As a follow up to Mark Silberstein's -~
program last month, ACS will hav~ a
field trip to the Elkhorn Slough SdP-
tuary on ~aturday, September 6t~. We
will gather at the sanctuary at 10 AM •
or, if you would like to carpool, meet ~
at K-Mart in Seaside (park near lhe MONTeR£'( .~:"
Shell Station) at 9:30. Bring a warm eAV .:..... ..
jacket - just in case, binoculars if ,..,. ":.::~'~~
you have them and wear comfortable ~. ~~~~~~~~
walk Ing shoes. Also br ing lunch - there :.~. .... ~
are picnic tables and water is available. :". "
If you have questions, call 372-3809.~: ~
We should see laz:ge numbers of shore- .::' ~-...
birds and ducks, Elegant terns, and Brown .~.
pelicans among other things and perhaps a
surprise such as a Golden eagle or a Peregnne falcon. It is a lovely spot
with comfortable walking trails so please join us so that we can get to
know each other better.
SOUNDINGS
SOUNDINGS is edited by Esta Lee Albright, produced by Ruth and Allan
Kraus, and mailed by Marian LaRosa. Contributors to this montHs issue in-
clude: Alan Baldridge, feature articles; Robin Makowski, blue whale art;
Milos Radakovich, art; ACS National Publications, arlo
WELCOME TO NEW MEMBERS
stephen B. Ruth, Nancy Stabler and Carl Heidenreich
Current members are urged to watch for the renewal notice from ACS
National and respond promptly. You are the backbone of our chapter from
year to year. Thank youl
MEMBERSHIP INFORMATION
Membership In the American Cetacean Society means protecting whales,
dol~hins and porpoises through education, conservation and research. The"
Monterey Bay Chapter meels at 7:30 PM at the Hopkins Marine Station on the
last Thursday of each month. Program~ and activities fe~tule cetacea and the
marine environment. Yearly membership:$500 - patron; $250 - contributing:
$75 - supporting: $30 - foreign (US Currency); $25 - active. Telephone con-
tact: Sheila Baldridge, 372-3809; Jean Theisen, membership sec'y, 372-2293.
MONTEREY BAY CHAPTER
AMERICAN CETACEAN SOCIETY
PO BOX HE
PACIFIC GROVE, CA., 93950-0405
l~ "~N ~ l~"~ R\~GU
ftO rl~II\J~ Iv\fQ.ft.H\.Hc.. ~I~Tt Cl r0
o~ £()~ r0 V \ <i IAJ i'3 hue)~rLA~
Pill.- Q.\"f ~ t..- (Plt~ LJ<t., I Q..,~ Ct ~ qS ()
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J.5" SEPTEMBER MEETING
DATE: September ~, 1986
.,. ._•. If: __
PLACE: Fisber ball, Hopkins Marine Station
---.....,,,,-r
TIME: 7:30 PM
SPEAKER~ ~~riann~_ R~~~manL Monterey Bay Aquarium
SUBJECT: Behavior of California Sea otters
~-- - - ~- -- - --.",.
Marianne Riedman currently is directing the Monterey Bay Aquarium
Sea otter Field Research Program with Dr. Jim Estes of UCSC Institute
of Marine Sciences. The information presented in her talk will be based
on the observation made on tagged sea otters in the Monterey area by
researchers in the program. She will discuss the surprising amount of
variation seen among individual sea otters with respect to their social,
reproductive and foraging behavior. The talk will focus on the behavior
of mother-pup pairs and recently weaned pups.
Dr. Riedman has participated in various sea otter studies, beginning
in 1976 when she helped Tom Loughlin capture and radio-tag sea otters at
Hopkins Marine Station. She studied the physiology and behavior of north-
ern elephant seals, the Guadalupe fur seals in Mexico and green sea turtles
along the Great Barrier Reef on Australia.
Her University degrees are from USSB and UCSC. She is working on a
book about sea otters for the aquarium and a review of sea otter biology.
It is a pleasure to have a report on solid research on one of our most
popular and appealing marine animals.
SEPTEMBER 1986
Soundings
SEP l'l 1986
MONTEREY BAY CHAPTER
AMERICAN CETACEAN SOCIETY
~ COUNTING WHALES II
In January, Soundings reported some incidents of the gray whale census
then taking place along the Big Sur Coast. The following summary of the
findings was provided by Northwest and Alaska Fisheries Center Quarterly
Report, January-March, 1986, by Marilyn Dahlheim and Jeffrey Breiwick:
The National Marine Mammal Laboratory (NMML) and its predecessor organi-
zations have been studying the life history and population dynamics of 2!!Y
whales since the early 1950's. Gray whales are of particular interest to
the International Whaling Commission (IWC) since they are the only large
cetacean that has shown a popUlation increase despite an approximately con-
stant annual harvest - about 200 per year by the Soviets.
Because gray whales travel close to the coast of California during their
annual southbound migration from the Bering Sea to their breeding lagoons
in Baja California, Mexico, the central California coast is a particularly
good location to conduct shore counts of these animals. Censuses conducted
by the NMML from 1967-68 to 1979-80 indicated a population increase from
about 11,000 to 15,000 at a net rate of about 2.5\ per year. Additional NMHL
shore censuses were conducted at Cranite Canyon, approximately 15 miles
south of Honterey, California from 28 December, 1984 to 31 January, 1985
and from 10 December, 1985 to 7 February, 1986. Census teams counted indi-
vidual whales with the aid of binoculars from an elevation of about 82 ft.
For each whale pod, the team noted the north angle and time of the first
sighting, tracked the pod until the group was abeam of the census station,
and then recorded the beam angle, time, and pod size estimate.
In addition, in January 1986 a parallel counting team was used for
several weeks to test variability in observer count. For about 10 watch
periods (three watch periods per day) two observers made independent counts
(the counters were separated by partitions so that each could not be influ-
enced by another's count). Parallel counts were also conducted at a distance
of about 200 feet south of the main observer but used a narrower viewing
field. To test the effect of viewing height, counts were also made from a
hill about 300 feet above sea level. Analyses from these studies are pending
and will presented to the IWC in Hay 1986.
The total popUlation estimate is made by adjusting the daily counts for
bias due to visibility condition, pod size and distance offshore. The day-
time rate of whales passing is prorated to hours not watched (ie. at night).
A statistical model is then fit to the adjusted daily count which forms a
bell-shaped curve (the number of migrating whales builds to a peak about the
second week in January and tapers off substantially by the first week of
February). The model is then used to estimate the number of whales that mi-
grate past the census station before the start of the census and after the
end of the season.
A major assumption is that whaleu ~wim at the same speed during the day
as during the night (counts take place from 0700 to 1700 hours each day). To
test this assumption, the NMHL contracted a radio tagging feasibility study
during 1984-85 which resulted in two whales tagged. Two NHHL biologists par-
ticipated in a more intensive study in January 1986, where nine whales were
successfUlly tagged and tracked during nighttime hours. Preliminary results
of the study confirmed the assumption that the speed of the migration appears
to be the same during both day and night. These data are now being analyzed
and will be presented to the IWC in Hay 1986.
During the 1984-85 census, 5249 whales were counted. The resulting popu-
lation estimate was about 18,000 whales - larger than the 1979-80 estimate
but not significantly different. DurIng the 1985-86 census, 5259 whales were
counted. These data are still being analyzed.
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August 31st 1986
RECENT f{ARINE MAMMAL OBSERVATIONS - August
Compiled by Alan Baldridge
Blue Whale - The upsurge of records in JUly has continued through-
out August. On Aug. 2 7 animals (4 plus 3) were reported over the
radio by party boats (ShJ). No fewer than 7 more were seen on
Aug. 8, with others reported over the radio in the vicinity (ShJ).
On Aug. 9 3 were ,., m1les NW of Pt. Pinos, Pacific Grove and on
Aug. 11 2 were photographed inside Carmel Bay with a Pebble Beach
backdrop (ShJ,JS). On Aug. 12 2 animals 1 mile W of Pt. Lobos (JS),
and on Aug. 13 the same observer found!] Blue with 6 "how-riding"
Dall's Porpoise .75 miles off Granite Canyon, Rocky Ft, Big Sur
(JS). 2 were seen from shore off Granite Canyon on Aug. 15 (DR)
and on Aug. 17 a total of 9 animals were seen inside the 3 mile
limit between Pt. Joe, PebDle Beach and Rocky Ft. (AB, ShJ, DR).
These included a cow/cal!' pair near Cypress Pt., Pebble Beach (JS).
On Aug. 31 there was a single 3., miles W Pt. Pinos (ShJ). Most
animals observed appeared to be in the 60'-75' size range.
Fin Whale - This species, rather rare in our area, made 2 appearances
tfiI3 month. On Aug. 2 a cow/calf pair was 1 mile off Pt. Lobos
(ShJ) and on Aug. 28 a second mother/calf pair I., miles off Pt.
Pinos was followed S to Cypress Pt. (ShJ, JS).
Minke Whale - JS followed an animal from Soberanes Pt' l Big Surs to Hurricane Pt. on Aug. 2. On Aug. 11 a feeding an mal seen
.75 miles WPt. Lobos (JS), and on Aug. 13 there were singles off
Rocky Pt. and Pt. Lobos (JS). On Aug. 17 1 was .75 miles off Ft.
Joe: (AB,ShJ). By Aug. 19 JS, who is studying this species in
detail had seen and photographed about 6 individuals in our area,
2 of them repeats from 1985. On Aug. 24 a single followed from
Cypress Pt. to Pt. Pinos (JS). At Granite Canyon thare were singles
on Aug. 27/28, with 2 there on Aug. 31 (DR).
Humpback Whale - Outside of our area the re-sighting of the celebr-
ated "Humphrey" was established by photographic means on Aug. 16,
when the animal was seen in the company of several other humpbacks(widely reported in media).
Gray Whale - On Aug. 14 close to Esalen, Big Sur a cow/calf pair
was observed close to shore moving N. This record eQuId not be
further verified (KS). (
Baird's Beaked Whale - There were 2 sightings of this rare species
wIth 6 animals 6 miles WSW of Cypress Pt. at the 500 fathom curve
on Aug. 3. They were closely observed and photographed (N. Black,
Foothill College on "Sea Wolf", Roy Miller, Skipper)' On Aug. 9
what was probably part of the same group but this time 12 - 14
animals were II., miles SSW of Davenport, Santa Cruz Co. Unique
sound recordings were obtained (ShJ).
Pacific Whitesided Dolphin - Large numbers of this species are to
be expected in our area at this time of year. On Aug. 9 there were
)0 - 40 animals 9 miles NW pt. Pinos (ShJ).On A~g. 2) there were
6 just outside Pt. Pinos buoy including a calf (JS). On Aug. 26
10 plus 40 off Otter Pt., Pacific Grove moving towards Ft. Pinos
(BH). On Aug. 28 groups of 20 - ,0 and 2fO were 10 miles Wof Santa
Cruz where they were feeding and accompan ed by shearwaters (ShJ).
400 w~re feeding 5 miles W pT. Pinos on Aug. 30 (ShJ).
Contributors: AB - A. Baldridge. BH - B. Head. DR - D. Rose.
ShJ - Shearwater Journeys. JS - J. stern, KS - K. Stock.
HOMES FOR RESEARCHERS
As many of you know by now - ACS is holding its second biennial con-
fe~ence he~e in Monte~ey at the Hilton Reso~t on Novembe~ 21, 22 and 23.
To save on costs, we are looking for housing fo~ a number of the speakers -
bed and a little b~eakfast to start the day. If you can help with one o~
even two speakers, could you call Sheila Baldridge at 372-3809. It is a
grand way to get to know some of the world's top marine mammal researchers.
---Sheila Baldridge---
CALIFORNIA SEA OTTER HEARINGS
The US Fish and Wildlife Se~vice will hold a public hearing on the
establishment of a reserve breeding colony of California Sea Otters at San
Nicolas Island. It Is extremely important that we lend our support to the
translocation of up to 250 animals to form a separate breeding colony and
hence dilute the oil spill risk to our local population. San Nicolas is
part of the Channel Islands and is sixty miles off of Ventura County. It
is removed from any oil activity in the Santa Barbara Channel, has lush
kelp beds and an abundant food supply. If you enjoy the otters and care
about their future, try to attend the meeting at the Monterey City Council
Chambe~s (corner of Pacific and Madison) from 6 to 9 PM on September 22.
For further information, call 375-2051 or 375-4509.
---Sheila Baldridge---
POSTER FEATURES ART OF LARRY FOSTER AND PIETER FOLKENS
A handsome poster "Marine Mammals of the Gulf of the Farallones" cele-
brates the National Marine Sanctuaries Program. A map of the central cali-
fornia coast and offshore waters is overlaid with portraits of cetacea by
Larry Foster and pinnipeds by Pieter Folkens. All animals (and the artists
too) are seen frequently in the Monterey Bay Area. As a fund raising pro-
ject, our ACS Chapter plans to make this poster available locally for about
$10 (cash o~ check) at the next meeting. Or, call Merilyn Georgevich at
394-0514 to arrange to obtain one.
GILL NETTING CRISIS
Illegal gill netting has ~eached critical proportions in Montery Bay.
While most local fishe~man are observing the l5-fathom net closures enac-
ted to protect sea birds and sea otters, some are regularly setting and
pulling their nets unde~ cover of da~keness in shallow nea~ shore waters.
Victims have been harbor porpoises, sea birds and at least nine sea otters.
As of September 4, a Fish and Game patrol boat from Half Moon Bay has
been temporarl11y has been stationed in Monterey Bay and one fishing boat
has already been boarded on suspicion of illegally setting a gill net. To
help, call Fish and Game di~ecto~ Jack Parnall, Senato~ Henry Mello, and
Assemblyman Sam Farr to urge them to place a patrol boat permanently here
and to fund extra wardens to enforce the laws ~elating to gill nets.
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WHOOPS, THERE GOES ANOTHER GRAY WHALE NOW~
Hare counting took place last year. In fact, there is an annual census
of 9ray whales passing southern california. ACS volunteers participate after
completIng a 36-hour course at the cabrillo Marine Huseum in San Pedro. This
census records total whales observed and watches behavior, changes in route,
and weather conditions. The following excerpL~ dre from the Sacramento Bee,
March 7, 1985:
••• Since 1979, American Cetatacean Society volunteers have operated a cen-
sus station at Harineland aquatic park counting the whales and noting their
behavior as they swim south and then return north en route to the Arctic.
The coastal census station is manned from December 1 to May 31.
"Each year, we count three times as many whales swimming north by the
Palos Verdes Pensinsula", explained Ailsa SchUlman, ACS Whale Census Direc-
tor. "Ve wondered where all the southbound whales were. Now we know. Large
numbers are swimming on the outside of Santa Catalina Island".
Last year, the island census outpost was manned for the first time, for
eight weeks. This year, volunteers are operating the station on top of West
Point Peak for three months ••••
••• The census takers have noted differences in whale behavior depending on
whether they are close to shore or off the island. Off the Palos Verdes Pen-
inSUla, whales will disappear under the water for two, three, or four minute
dives, sometimes staying beneath the waves for as long as eight minutes.
Off catalina, the whales hold their breath longer, staying under for six to
fifteen minutes .•..
••• The migrating whales follow the contour of the Pacific coastline for
most of their trip, swimming from a few hundred feet from shore to seven or
eight miles out. But on encountering the eight channel islands off the
southern california coast, southbound whales take two different routes. Some
continue to follow the coast but others fan out throught the channel islands
Whales swimming on the outside of Santa Catalina Island reach here after
passing San Nicolas, Santa BarbdLa, Anacapa, San Miguel, Santa Rosa and
Santa Cruz Islands.
"They seem to take a direct course from the northern islands to the west
end of Catalina, continuing a couple of miles on the lee side (the side of
the island facing the coast), then turning around and going back along the
west end and the outside of the island", noted census taker Pierce Harris,
a San Diego attorney and wild life photographer.
In their trip around the island, the whales appear to travel a mile or
two, then blow rapidly several times in succession and then "spy-hop" - or
lift their heads out of the water above the eye - apparently to ~et a better
bearing before reversing direction .•.•
...The census takers sleep in tents and cook their meals over open fires.
They spend a week in a wilderness alive With birds, animals and sea life.
Wild boars, island faxes and goats scurry through the brush. "Hearing an
island fox bark is a wonderful sound", said Harris. Bald eagles, black raven
and a myriad of song birds fly overhead, offshore rocks are home for brown
pelicans, sea lions and harbor seals. During the three months of whale cen-
~us taking, about two dozen volunteers will operate the Catalina outpost
three at a time in week long shifts.
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WHOOPS (cont'd)
At Marineland, 90 volunteers take whale counts during the six months the
census is conducted there. Census takers include college students, teachers,
retired people, doctors, lawyers, truck drivers and mail carriers •••.
••• At the Harineland Census Station from December 1, 1984 through Hay 1,
1985, about 3085 Pacific gray whales were counted going north, 1002 going
south. On Catalina, from December 29, 1984 through January 28, 1985, the
count was 42 northbound and 407 southbound.
From December 28, 1985 through January 28, 1986 about 625 southbound
whales were counted from the island. One reason for the higher count is
improved weather. Less fog and rain and calm seas has made it easier to
spot the whales ••••
WELCOMB TO NEW MEHBERS
Maureen Moriarty
MEMBERSHIP INFORMATION
Membership in the American Cetacean Society means protecting whales,
dolphins and porpoises through education, conservation and research. The
Monterey Bay Chapter meets at 7:30 PH at the Hopkins Harine Station on the
last Thursday of each month. Programs and activities feature cetacea and
the marine environment. Yearly membership: $500 - patron; $200 - contribu-
ting: $75 - supporting; $30 - foreign (in US currency); $25 - active.
Telephone contact: Sheila Baldridge 372-3809, Jean Theisen, membership
secretary 372-2293.
SOUNDINGS
Soundings is edited by Esta Lee Albright. Production: Ruth and Allan
Kraus. Distribution: Marian LaRosa. Contributors: Alan Baldridge. Sheila
Baldridge, and carol Fulton. Art: ACS Gray Whale Teaching Kit and Robin
Makowski.
Monterey Bay Chapter
American Cetacean Society
PO Box HE
Pacific Grove, CA 93950
Skeleton of Da11's Porpoise
R. Ellis, after G. Hiller.
Smithsonian Miscellaneous Collections.
Y. 82, no. 13, 1930.
OCTOBER MEETING
DATE: October 30, 1986
PLACE: Fisher hall, Hopkins Marine Station
TIME: 7:30 PM
SPEAKER: Tom Jefferson, Moss Landing Marine Laboratories
SUBJECT: Porpoise in Peril; The Dall's Porpoise and its interaction
with humans.
Tom Jefferson has spent the last two summers working as a
scientific observer for the National Marine Fisheries Service in
a research program which is assessing the impact of the Japanese
Salmon gillnet fishery on the populations of the Dall's Porpoise
in the North Pacific and Bering Sea. He has also conducted a
behavioral study of the Dall's in the Johnstone Strait area of
British Columbia where it shares the waters and has been seen to
interact with the much larger Orcas. He will discuss the basic
natural history of this attractive black and white animal, which
is commonly seen in Monterey Bay, the effects of the high seas
gillnet fishery and the future if the present form of fishing is
allowed to continue.
OCTOBER 1986
MONTEREY BAY CHAPTERSoundings AMERICAN CETACEAN SOCIETY
HOPKINS MARINE STATION UBRARY
RECENT MARINE MAMMAL OBSERVATIONS
----Compiled by Alan Baldridge----
Ed. Note: Because there has been so much activity in the past two months,
we regretfully have had to leave out some of the sightings. Here is a
catch-up potpourri.
Common Dolphin - Six animals 30 plus miles W of Pt. Pinos on Aug. 31
were the first reported in our area since May 1 (ShJ).
Risso's Dolphin - On Aug. 9, fifty animals 9 miles NW of Pt. Pinos were
in the company of White Sided Dolphins and Right Whale Dolphins, as is
often the case (ShJ). zforty to sixty animals with 15 White Sided Dolphins
were 7.5 miles S of Santa Cruz on Aug. 30 (ShJ).
Northern Right Whale Dolphin - Four or five of this elusive species were
wIth Risso's and White Sided Dolphins 9 miles W of Pt. Pinos on Aug. 9
( ShJ ) •
Harbor Porpoise - A dead animal on Aug. 27 and two more on Aug. 28 were
at Manressa State Beach, Santa Cruz Co., All were immature males. Speci-
mens recovered and sent to SW Fisheries Center, La Jolla for analysis.
Gillnetting is thought to be implicated in these deaths (reported by
S. Kruse, Long Marine Lab.).
Dailis Porpoise - A single at the edge of the kelp at Pt. Joe Aug. 2
(JS). Tene or twelve were 4 miles NW of Pt. Pinos on Aug. 9 (ShJ). On
Aug. 17, three, including a very small calf, were just off Asilomar,
Pacific Grove CAB, ShJ).
Bonus Species
Pacific Leatherback Turtle - Unusually frequent this summer in our area
with singles on June I (BW); June 29 at sea close to Lopez Pt., Big Sur
(DC); July 3 N side of submarine canyon within the Bay (MLML Transect);
and again on July 3 in 55 fathoms off Carmel Highlands (DC). Outstanding
photographs were obtained by two Moss Landing fishermen of one eating a
large Pelagia jellyfish inside the bay during the week of July 7. Finally,
another was seen 4-1/2 miles SSW Pt. Pinos July 12 (T. Sullivan fide RT).
Swordfish - One offshore Aug. 2, species undetermined (ShJ).
Flying Fish - Virtually unknown in our area. On Aug. 2, one took "wing"
300 yards W of Pt. Joe (JS).
Basking" Shark - An 18 foot individual feeding on concentrations of plank-
ton off San Jose Creek Beach on July 2 (Hopkins Marine Station Dive
Class). The report of a student walking on water following this event
has not been verified. A 20-25 foot individual dead on Sand City Beach
on July 12 (Off. K. c. Smith, Seaside PO).
Contributors
AB - Alan Baldridge,
BW - B. Williamson, Captain Randy
DC - D. Campos, JS - J. Stern, RT - R. Ternullo, Pt. Sur Clipper
ShJ - Shearwater Journeys
--._-#
---...._::#'.",
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HOW CLEAN ARE YOUR FRONT STEPS?
waste Water Threats
Fo~ two years, Monterey Bay ACS
has been receiving mail from the City
of Gilroy inviting comment about the
plan to dump waste water from Gilroy
and Morgan Hill into Monterey Bay (or
perhaps into the Pajaro River which
flows into the Bay). If this were
allowed both cities could approve
permits for large-scale industrial
development. Since thei~ own dumping
grounds will stand no more pollution,
anothe~ place is to be found before
they can create more. For two years, Sheila Baldridge has replied to the
mail and attended hearings, primed with information from local scientists.
Hearings are held again and again; Monterey area governments and groups re-
peat their objections; it's as if the hopeful developers to the north in-
tend to keep asking the same questions until they get an answer they like.
Is this a harbinger of persistence to come? Will Monterey Bay look
attractive to others seeking solutions to waste and pollution? Government
agencies, in trying to find a solution to the problem of Central Valley ag-
ricultural waste (including pesticides and selenium), will be eyeing the
area to the west, including Monterey Bay, as a possible dumping site. If
the Morgan Hill-Gilroy plans were successful, there would be a precedent
and some of the technology would be in place.
Clean water advocates look with enough dismay at pollution from local
origin sewage, seepage from septic tanks, pesticide runoff and oil spills.
But, there's a special feeling of outrage at receiving results of distant
people's carelessness. As our appreciation of the Bay grows, our determi-
nation to protect it keeps pace. It is necessary to form a defense and the
problems are more than a local issue. Solutions of other areas are textbooks
for us ...•Monterey Bay Aquarium becomes an ambassador for world wide appre-
ciation of the Bay ..• recurring attempts by Rep. Leon Panetta to make the
Bay an official sanctuary or preserve need constant support. The problems
didn't start just yesterday but it's time now to bar any at all starting
today.
TBT
.........
Since 1975, the toxic chemical tributyltin, or TBT, has been mixed
with some paints that are used on the bottoms of boats to prevent growth of
barnacles and other fouling organisms. About 300,000 pounds of it are used
in an average year. TBT is so potent, say some researchers, that residues
of the paint in Coastal waters are contaminating sensitive organisms such
as mussels, clams and oysters. Harbors between Crescent City and San Diego
have detected levels that far exceed standard. A Marine Chemist as Scripps
lnst. of Oceanography calls TBT the most toxic substance ever introduced
to Coastal waters. Marinas have been warned. Moss Landing Marine Lab has
conducted experiments locally. Scientists worry that whole ecosystems can
be altered as heavier doses are used. If the Navy uses the chemical, it may
spread further than Coastal waters. The Navy has postponed a plan to use
TBT on hundreds of ships until a stUdy can be made. The EPA has initiated a
review of the chemical. The University of California officials conducting
research believe that is is an imminent danger and government agencies may
move too slowly. (Timothy Larimer, San Jose Mercury, July 11, 1986).
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Plastic Debris
Chunks of plastic foam, packing straps, six-pack carriers, fragments of
fishing nets, food containers and plastic bags threaten seals, seabirds and
sea turtles, according to James M. Cae, Manager of Marine Entanglement Re-
search for the National Marine Fisheries Service in Seattle. And, Coe said,
the detrimental effects on other marine mammals and on fish are impossible
to estimate.
Seals may drown or starve to death when they become tangled in pieces of
lost or discarded fishing net or packing straps, and sea turtles who eat
jellyfish are mistaking plastic bags for their preferred food, according to
Archie Carr, a University of Florida biologist. Carr said, plastic bags are
commonly found impacted in the gut of dead sea turtles.
Entanglement may be responsible for the population decline of Northern
Fur Seals on the Pribhilof Islands in the Bering Sea, Coe said, but so far-
the problem is hard to quantify. Drifting pieces of fishing net also can
pose a threat to sea birds. As one researcher noted, a single net fragment
recently found in the North Pacific had 99 dead sea birds tangled in it.
Although there is a lot of existing legislation dealing with pollution,
most of it doesn't apply to the dumping of plastics in the ocean, Coe said.
The fishing industry, merchant fleet, passenger ships and the Navy dump
their refuse at sea, he said.
, The United States is considering ratifying an international treaty that
would regulate the dumping of plastics at sea. But Coe is quick to point out
that even if the treaty is ratified, it would be extremely hard to enforce.
(Amy Bon, Santa Cruz Sentinel, April 23, 1986).
Santa Monica Bay
EPA will study Santa Monica Bay located off Long Beach, Ca. to determine
whether it should be placed on the Superfund list of sites to be cleaned of
toxics (see Mar. Pollute Bull. 1985, 16, 462). In addition to its prelimi-
nary assessment to determine whether the DDT-contamination in the Bay
warrants the Bay's inclusion of the Superfund list, EPA has asked the Center
for Disease Control to evaluate whether the bay should be placed under a
health advisory. If it is decided that seafood from the Bay poses a signifi-
cant health threat, EPA could designate Superfund money for its clean-up on
that basis. (Marine Pollution Bulletin, March 1986).
"Hana(~ing Inflows to California's Bays and Estuaries" is the
title of a symposium intended to provide new insights into the
scientific, engineering and economic aspects of problems associ-
ated with inflows to California's bays and estuaries. November
13 - 15, Thursday, Friday and Saturday, Monterey Conference Center.
Saturday will be devoted to Monterey Bay. For more information,
contact The Bay Institute of San Francisco, 5080 Paradise Dr.,
Tiburon, Ca., 94920. Phone - (415)-435-5922.
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ORCAS ATTACK BLUE WHALE OFF MONTEREY PENINSULA
Date: Saturday, 13 September 1986
Time: Approximately 1600 - 1640 Hours
Location: 19 - 20 miles SW of Point Pinos, Pacific Grove
Observers: Tim Sullivan (skipper) and Carlos Martinez (deckhand)
on "New Roz", Richard Turnullo (skipper) on "Pt. Sur
Clipper" and Lyle Rockey on "Kahuna".
Sullivan and Martinez were fishing for Albacore on the party boat
"New Roz" when they saw two Blue Whales accompanied by what they first
thought were dolphins. Moments later they realized that the "dolphins"
were, in fact, Orcas. The Blues were swimming very fast with white
water and the Orcas were jumping clear of the water as they "porpoised"
with the Blues. Their speed of travel was characterized as not merely
"fast" but "superfast", perhaps, 20 knots.
The Orcas appeared to concentrate their attention on one Blue,
although both Blues were of similar size (apparently not a calf-cow
pair). In attacking the Blue, Orcas were observed to bite and hold on
to each half the flukes near the tip. The whale under attack was seen
to surface and fluke violently in an attempt to dislodge the Orcas.
One was successfully shaken off and was tos~ed 20 - 30 feet. The second
Orca retained its hbold (like a pit bull), on the left tip of the flukes
through four or five rapid and violent surfacings. The blue under attack
was observed to half turn and slap vigorously with its left flipper.
The Orcas were not seen to attack other visible portions of the prey.
The Orcas attacking the flikes were not thought to be the largest indi-
viduals in the pod. At least two adult bulls were present.
It appeared that the interaction was in progress when first observed
and was still underway at the end of the 40 minute observation period.
No blood or injury was noted and no scavenging seabirds attended the
incident. The animals were proceeding rapidly to the south when last
seen. The Orca pod was a very large one for Central California and esti-
mates ranged from 10 - 15 animals (Turnullo) to 20 - 30 animals (Martinez).
Observations were made at distances ranging from 60 - 80 yaJ:ds ("New
Roz") to two miles ("Pt. Sur Clipper" and "Kahuna").
-----Alan Baldridge----
CHRISTMAS-BY-THE-BAY-BAZAAR
•
Del Monte Center, Bank of America Room
Friday, November 14, 5 - 8 PH
Saturday, November 15, 10 AM - 5 PM
Sunday, November 16, Noon - 5 PM
ACS will join other non-profit organizations with a booth
of gift items for sale. The Clark Foundation generously sponsors
this event and profits from our sales will go towards a grant
for a student studying marine mammals. We will not be having the
Artisan's Fair this year, so please try and come and support
all of us.
HOMES FOR RESEARCHERS II
,
There is still a possibility that we'll have a few researcher/
speakers homeless during the ACSD National Conference in Monterey,
November 21, 22 and 23. Thank-you to all local folks who contacted
Sheila Baldridge (372-3809) and offered a spot in your horne for
sleep and a spot at your table for breakfast. Now will a few more
of you call Sheila so that we can have all of these interesting
people situated.
SOUNDINGS
•
Soundings is edited by Esta Lee Albright, produced by Ruth and
Allan Kraus and distributed by Marian LaRosa. Art for this issue
was provided by Milos Radakovich~ Dolphins and Porpoises by Richard
Ellis ..
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NOVEMBER - DECEMBER
DATE: Wednesday, Decembe~ 3, 1986
The Year of Blue Whales
-see page 4-
MEETING
PLACE: Fisher Hall, Hopkins Marine Station
TIME: 7:30 PM
SPEAKER: D~. Steven Webste~, Monterey Bay Aquarium
SUBJECT: The Watery Wonders of the Sea of Cortez
In terms of marine fauna, few bodies of wate~ in the world a~e
home to as diverse a population as the unique sea that sepa~ates the
Baja California Peninsula from the mainland of Mexico. It has been
the focus of both scientific and recreational inte~est almost from
day that Francisco de Ulloa fi~st sailed along its western sho~es
some 447 years ago. More recently, it was studied in detail by Ed
Ricketts who, accompanied by his good friend John Steinbeck, cruised
the sea and collected countless marine specimens In the yea~ p~eced­
Ing Wo~ld War II.
For our November-December Program, we are fortunate to have
this wondrous body of salt water described by Steve Webste~ who will
share with us his photographic views above and below the surface.
The first of his fourteen forays into the extraordinary mix of sea
and desert was in 1967 before there were paved roads on the penin-
sula.
steve is Director of Education at the Monterey Bay Aquarium
and has been a part of that institution literally from DAY ONE,
being one of the four marine scientists who first conceived and then
brought to fruition the dream of a true "Monterey Bay" aquarium. His
background includes three degrees from Stanford Unive~sity including
his doctorate in invertebrate biology in 1972. His new book, Caribbean
Reef Invertebrates, has arrived from Sea Challenger Press. Needless to
say, it is a special treat to have Dr. Webster join us once agaio as
speaker of the evening.
Soundings
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SEA LION NOTES FOR BEACHWATCHING VOLUNTEERS
---Esta Lee Albright---
Beachwatch/Marine Mammal Rescue volunteers can look to this news-
letter for updates on animals ashore and for training tips. An episode
involving a large, male sea lion around the Monterey Harbor in October
features typical sea lion behavior and typical human behavior to be
noted.
When large sea lions have a wound or an internal disease or para-
site problem, they may give up on the rowdy competition for territory
on the more desirable rocks at the Breakwater. They haul out in some
easier, less avidly defended places; the boat launch ramps seem to be
favorites. Here they meet different conflicts in the form of sleepy fish-
ermen launching small power boats at 5 AM, or Disney-educated tourists
who want to pet them, or concerned locals who urge they be picked up
immediately and treated -- all 300 pounds of mobile sea lion power. SPCA
personnel usually encounter them repeatedly within a few days at dif-
ferent haul out points around the harbor. The staff arrives and the sea
lion flees on que as if it could read the letters on the truck.
Such was the case during the week of October 6 -10. I was on the
scene (right hand launch ramp at the Breakwater) in the early evening
hours of October 9. My call was from the Game Warden from Fort Ord, who
had been summoned to the Presidio about a cat and had become involved
with the sea lion problem (* ~eachwat~husu~J~~called out by SeCA,
so I firs~ checked with Lisa at the Wild Life Center*). The warden
turned out to be a young man of slight build and earnest concern,
dressed in camouflage fatigues. He said SPCA people had been unsuccess-
ful in catching the sea lion, that a Fish and Game person had favored
shooting it, and he had been on the scene for hours hoping something
positive would be done. (*Opinions often differ; Beachwatch peoBle give
the ._.Q.!..tici.~l.JJ~De of the SPCA Wildli fe Center*). Monterey Pol ice had
strung a yellow band across the head of the ramp and the sea lion looked
comfortable on the damp concrete. It had scar tissue around one eye but
showed no other wounds. Only slightly underweight, it looked large and
able, probably capable of continuing this type of schedule for some time
to come.
We were joined by two Army MP's and two Coast Guard officers. A Navy
ship in the bay was sending men ashore; the Navy launch was landing them
near the Coast Guard Cutter and having difficulty maneuvering around the
slip in the current, much to the amusement of the Coast Guard people.
Army enlisted men seem to call Navy enlisted men "Squids" and there was
some concern that the "Squids" would get drunk and do harm to the sea
lion. Others in our group seemed to relish the prospect of the "Squids"
getting drunk, messing with the sea lion and getting bitten. (*1-1;_i.s
~Q.mm.QrLkno_wle.ag.e._t.ha.t...a...-S~a1 '5 b.Lt.e....9.lli...n_RS...t.e.tJL9.rui..J:&Ul_le.aLt.o-.amputa -
t ion. Beachwa.t..ch....s.ttiyes....t-'L.k.~ep__j:.be_.Q.Y~;J, ic ....9.~Q..~ b i t i n9 d istance*) .
There was a lot of foot traffic in the area but the Navy un ~hore
leave seemed to take no notice of three uniformed Army, two Coast Guard
with badges, and a jeans-clad woman standing on a launch ramp above a
sea lion. I pondered the situation -- the yellow police band, the occa-
sional noise from teen ager.s in the parking lot, and the guns and billy
clubs on the military fellows; I decided the area was secure enough and
hardly a place for the Beachwatch. So, I thanked everyone, commended the
war de n , (*..Dful.cJll@ tC~h_J;I..h.9.~1~L.f!@.lt_L-'!~ e. 0 .f.beJpJ~ l.p'ys t~..ncler? ~_0 I;....9bSe r va-
~ion~~-9..P!_C?.t:.E!c:.~ioJ}L.2~qp~e.!.!l~()!."~~~!~_.go.?~__~.~:,,ource~), and left,
knowing the situation wouldn't end that night.
(Continued on page 7)
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BEACHWATCH FLYER
Graphic artist Kent Zilliox de-
signed this flyer for our use at pup-
ping time this spring. Pebble Beach
Security has agreed to distribute it
at the gates when Harbor Seals are
giving birth on the beaches. Its mes-
sage is universal, regardless of age,
nationality, and past Harbor Seal
watching. (This is the flyer mentioned
on page 3 - Beachwatch) •
Federal Law prohibits approaching
marine animals.
. ......, ~
This is the time baby seals
and sea otters are born.
Frightened mothers often abandon their pups.
P'STAY AWA"Y FROM
MARINE ANIMALS
• RECENT MARINE MAMMAL OBSERVATIONS.
September/October 1986
---compiled by Alan Baldridge---
•iJue Whale - The major cetacean event
of the year continues to be the pres-
ence of large numbers of Blues, per-
haps four or ~ times their normal
abundance. Their continued presence
close to shore in local submarine
canyons is apparently tied to an un-
usual krill abundance. From July
through mid-September their food
source remained deep but from late
September through October, krill
swarmed~in surface and near surface
SPONSORED BY THEORANGE COUNTY AND M:>NTEREY BAY water s , in i t i a t i ng s pectacular dis-
CHAPTERS OF THE AMERICAN CETACEAN SOCIETY plays of open-mouthed, throat-dis-
tending, surface lunge-feeding. This
.. ..~..~is the first time we have observed
this made of feeding since first
sighting Blues here in 1969. Blues are exceptionally numerous around the
Farallon Islands and have also been reported off Coos Bay, Oregon this
summer. Locally, they have been seen from Pt. Sur north to Ascenscion Can-
yon off Davenport in Santa Cruz County, with recent concentration in the
Monterey Canyon, six to eleven miles off Mass Landing. Over twenty re-
ports have been received; too many to enumerate. Shearwater Journeys has
reported ~ individual sightings this year.
Highlights - 1 appeared to survive an attack by a large Orca pad on Sept.
13 (see October SOUNDINGS). JLoff Paint Pinos in Pacific Grave an Sept. 20
had yellow patches of diatoms ("sulphurbottom" is the old name for this
species). 3 4 miles SW of Paint Pinos were feeding and fecal samples were
collected itor analysis, plus 10 more 8.5 miles due S of Santa Cruz on
Sept. 25. (ShJ). On Oct. 2 a spectacular incursion by 12-15 in 5 groups
close to Point Lobos and inner carmel Bay and inshore to San Jose Creek
Beach and Carmel Point brought a flood of phone calls (KL et all. On
Oct 11, OS observed her first lips and tonguel On Oct. 22, 25 animals
were 4 miles off the Paint Joe/Cypress Point area where theY-were attended
by excited Whitesided and Risso's Dolphins. On Oct. 25 lunge-feeding Blues
were video-taped and krill samples collected 4.5 miles NW of Paint Pinos
. (AB, SW et al). Outside of our area a 75· ft. animal was killed in colli-
sion with a cargo ship in Los Angeles harbor. The skull was sent to the
Las Angeles Museum of Natural History (Herald Sept. 13).
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WANT TO GIVE A DOLPHIN A GIFT?
---Esta Lee Albright---
When you give to ACS, that's what you are doing. GIVING in the
world of ACS is giving in the world of whales, dolphins and all the
oceans. Moreover, it is a gift TO someone special, or FOR something
special and ALWAYS a gift to yourself (it's tax deductable this year).
~~ qtfT M~~~~~~~~~ gives someone this newsletter eleven times a
year, along wIth ACS National publications (Whale News and Wha1ewatcher,
conference announcements, and interesting trip possibilities).
STU9E~T GRAN\~ are given by this chapter each year. The $500 grants
go to st~dents·tn·marine labs around the bay. The priority is to support
research about local species and we've made a difference in some fine
projects, such as: Ken Nicholson's work on California Sea Lion feeding
habits, Susan Shane's work on the pilot whale populations, Beth Mathews'
pioneering techniques for sexing grey whales, Greg Silber's analysis of
humpback whale songs-----you see these students and hear their reports at
our meetings. You can donate any amount of money toward a student grant;
the request for proposals is going out right now and the Board will review
the proposals in January.
~,~~~ytT~~/MarineMammal Rescue volunteers st~y with marine animals
ashore on our Peninsula and this is an official proJect of this ACSchap-
ter. There are expenses for training volunteers, for equipment and for
special, critical needs-such as the flyers to warn people away from Harbor
Seals at pupping time. After a chaotic period in April this year, we
voiced the need for a warning that could be given at the gate to Pebble
Beach when the females are ashore with pups. The Orange County Chapter of
ACS answered with a donation: our chapter board endorsed it; and we need
more donations to pay for enough printing to reach the potential 6,000
tourists on a typical week-end next April.~
~~~~!~ 9~~T~ are a new possibility for this chapter. At times
there are speclai concerns that fall outside our program of grants to
student research, such as the tragic problem of large numbers of Harbor
Porpoise that drown in gill nets. A local scientist might well use funds
to investigate such an issu~. If you have a favorite marine animal that
needs some special attention, talk it over with our Board and your funds
can be ear-marked.
~FU~DS FOR THE q~~i~~ ~tVS~ might appeal to you just because you
enJoy belng in this chapter---the programs---the newsletter---. Your
annual membership fee helps, but this chapter retains one-fourth of it;
the rest goes to the cause of cetacean conservation and education on the
national level. This means we do local fund raising to support our own
programs. In past years, we have had some innovative methods. The top-of-
the-line art show, Artisans Give Thanks to the Animals, was a graceful way
to funding; but this year there is no place available that meets the re-
quirements of the show. We had exciting cruises aboard the Princess Mon-
terey and introduced many people to the ocean, to humpback whales, to
dolphins, to albatross---and Monterey Sport Fishing donated proceeds to
us. Then the Princess left for Hawaii. Whether or not we come up with
interesting ways to raise money in the future, you can designate specific
uses for your donatiops and insure that our efforts continue.
Call our president,
PO Box HE, Pacific Grove,
more information, to give
~~r~li ~fl~i}~~~' at 372-3809, or write
Ca!ltornla, ~3950, to make suggestions,
encouragement, or lo GIVE.~
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Sei Whale - Very rarely seen in our area but thought to'.
occur regularly far offshore. 1 sighted 19 miles off
Peninsula Sept. 13 (ShJ).
Minke Whale - 14 reports, from Rocky Ft., Big Sur N to Santa
Cruz waters, but concentrated as usual from Ft. Pinos south.
JS believes only half as abundant as during the same period
last year.
Humpback Whale - Fewer reports this summer in our area,
apparently due to a northward shift in our local ~opulation.
On sept. 13 there were 2 animals offshore (ShJ) and on Sept.
20 2 were 3 miles off Cypress Pt., Pebble Beach with 30
-bowriding" Whitesided Dolphins (ShJ). 5 more were seen
that day between Hurricane Pt, and Pt. Sur (NL). A small
indiviadual breeched twice offshore on Sept. 21 (ShJ).
Gray Whale - On Sept. 7 a small (runt?), heavily parasitised
anawlth what appeared to be a spinal deformity was observed
4 miles off the salinas Rivermouth (ShJ, DL).
Baird's Beaked Whale - There were 3 sighting of this rare
species. About·~re 14 miles SW Cypress Ft. on Sept. 11
(ShJ) and 5. presumably the same pod were close to the boat,
even spy-hopping for those lucky enough to be there on Sept.
14 (JA). On Oct. 23 18-20 were 4 miles off Cypress Ft.,
~resented extanded viewing and picture-taking opportunities.(ShJ) •
Cuvier's Beaked Whale - This very rarely reported species ~~.
was ob~erved on oct. 25 when a group of 8 animals minimum
was in a tight group in 1400 fathoms of water'14 miles SW
of Pt. Pinos (ShJ).
Orca - On Sept. 27 3,· including a large male going N off Pt.
Lobos (JW). In addition 2 adult males were followed S from
Cypress Pt. to Rocky pt. the same day (JS). On the following
day. Sept. 28. 4 animals, including a large bull were south-
bound 8 miles W of Ft. Santa Cruz (AB.ShJ). 2 males travelled
S 2 miles W of Cypress pt. (ShJ) on Oct. 23 and were seen
again in Carmel Bay this time going N on Oct. 28 (DL).
Pilot Whale - On sept. 13 a small pod of clO were seen offshore
on the albacore fishing grounds (RT). The first reported from
our area since 1979.
Pacific Whitesided Dolphin - Abundant as always in the fall.
Among the larger schools were ·200 widely scattered animals
displaying "Fish-whacking" behavior 5-6 miles off pt. pinos
on Sept. 7 (ShJ). 2 schools merged into 1 of 1000 animals
14 miles off CypressFt. on Sept. 11 (ShJ). 1000 animals were
off C~ress Pt. on Sept. 20 and included 1 largely albinistic
individual (ShJ). At least 100 of this school was seen from
shore at Cypress pt. (S&JH). 220 were with Rightwhale Dolphins
on Sept. 25 and 600 were in Ascension canyon on Oct. 4 (ShJ) •
15 animals were observed "bowriding" Blue Whales off Cypress Pt.
Oct. 22 (JV).
Common Dolphin - 12-14 were "bowriding" Blue Whales 7 miles NW
or Pt. pinos on Oct. 19 (ShJ) and a large school of 200-250
was just oft Hopkins Marine Station and Aquarium on Oct 25(ShJ) •
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RECENT MARINE MAMMAL OBSERVATIONS
Risso's Dolphin - Among many sighti~s the highlights were
25 among m8J'!Y Blues, apparentl~bowr1ding" on Oct. 22 (JV).
On oct. 24 60 animals came within 300 yards of Monterey Harbor
before racing seaward past the Aquarium (AB,SW).
Northern Right Whale Dolphin - There were 20 with Whitesides
off Cypress Pt. Sept. 11 (ShJ) and 100 with Risso's offshore
on Sept. 13 (ShJ). On Sept. 18 among SO animals was a new
born complete with fetal folds (ShJ). 600 with Whitesides were
off Cypress Ft. on Sept. 20 and 100 with the same species at
Ascension Canyon on oct 4 (ShJ).
Harbor Porpoise - An extraordinary concentration of 150 were
Just N of the Harbor entrance at Moss Landing on Sep.t. 15
perhaps 3 times what might be expected there (KS ,J8'h ~O:!o
were in shallows between Moss Landing and Pajaro Dunes n ept. 22
(MLML Transect), and 40-50 just offshore from pajaro Dunes
Oct. 6 (MLML staff). 1 was dead on the beach at Pajaro Dunes
Sept. 13 (KS) and a long-dead imm. male at Zmudowski state Beach
on Sept. 25 (VD).
Dall's Porpoise - 5 were 10 miles Wof Pt. Pinos Sept. 1 (AB,ShJ)
and 4 groups were seen Sept. 7 3 of them over the Monterey
Canyon (ShJ). A dozen were in Carmel Bay On Sept. 14 and 12
offshore elsewhere the same day (JA). 4-7 over Monterey Canyon
'let. 6 (MLML staff) and 10 P'l-us 6 the same area Oct. l~ (MLML
staff), and 6 plus 4 in the same area Oct. 25 (AB,SW).
Northern Fur Seal - 1 offshore Sept. 7 (ShJ).
steller's Sea Lion - An imm. male ashore at Sea Lion Rocks,
Pt. Lobos for several weeks in June and July (JL).
Northern Elephant Seal - The usual scattered reports offshore
involvIng single animals throughout the period.
California Sea Lion - 130, 90% adult males had returned to the
M~nterey BreakWater by Aug. 17 and 200 were there on Sept. 1(AB,ShJ) •
Contributors, JA-J. Anderson, AB-A. Baldridge, VD-V. Dollarhide,
DL-D. Lemon, Star of Monterey, NL-N. Lemon, New Holida~,
KL-K. Loesch, DR-D. Rose, JSc-J. Schoenherr, KS-K. sektguchi,
ShJ-Shearwater Journeys, JS-J. stern, JV-J. Vandevere, JW-
J. Ware, SW-S. Webster.
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SEAL LION NOTES Icontinued from paqe 2)~
Telephone coordinator Becky Hunt was on the phone the next morning
and volunteer Nancy Komp answered the call from Salinas. (*Volunteers
eho_~J.9..~.!.~~Y~L.~.no,,!:-wh.p__f:~JJ:~Q L§.h..9..~J~._.~§..~J~.te.-how .J.qrtu.t wi 11 take_.t:lt~m_
iQ..~~Jj~~. ~.IJc;l.h.QJ!.J_Q.!lg they can stay*). Nancy arr i ved at the launch ramp
to find the SPCA staff and the sea lion on the scene. The sea lion was be-
ing estimated at 250 pounds at this time; he turned out to be 417 pounds
(~ttJ~s_o~~d.}!@"~~_~~J.~f_e~_e~~ein whatrne~hod..a~d ho~ ~~y.. 'p_~~le aJ:e re-
guired t!J.Pi~k." !l_~~_ ~p; estimate adult sea lions in good shape at 400 pounds
at least*). They "bo"r·ii)"wed t' b o"ii"i"cls·-a-iid"tWo'"timpty ·oil" .druiDs----xrom a construc-
tion site and blocked off the seaward end of the ramp. (*Once the califor-
!1j_~ Ha:r:.in.~ Mamma~""C:e.nt..~r."i.s.on the way,. the ani~l needs.~o·J>.~.. ~~_P.~ a~h"o_r:~L
2.!1__this afternoon, th~. ~~.l'fC.was d.ue to .al:~1y.fa" i,n 1:h;I.ee .D9_urs--_i t 's~l..Q!l9..
)!.a:t.....!;pm Mar in County*).
The SPCA left and Nancy waited. The tide came in. The baJ:J:ier was in
trouble. One barrel floated away toward the Navy boat slips and Nancy
talked a sailor into carrying it back. The sea lion took the opportunity
to return to the water. Nancy further dismantled the barrier and waited.
The SPCA returned in four trucks and everyone waited. The sea lion hauled
out again in an hour and everyone rebuilt the barrier. (*l.2E.!=.una~_~ly, ..1!
~s not a week-end, when boat launch tragic migh"t be COfls"t.~nt."'l'he!.Lt.l}~
mig.rrf; _pe_~!91l_~ ... o~ way problems. Fed.~ral J.a_~.. pr.ohi bi ts ha~.a.§is.meJ:1.~._QJ~.C!.r_~rr!!__
mammals but they have about as much. S)~n.tP~tE'y'~.s_._ajayw~!k~~".o.~):!ighway 1*).
- _. - - - - . -_. .-.
When the CMMC people arrived, the task was to get the sea lion into a
cage and up into the truck. To "herd" a sea lion, the idea is for one or
two people to stand behind large plyboard shields and form a corridor
toward the cage. The sea lion supposedly sees a wall moving in on him and
has no alternative before him (*It still doesn't hurt to be sure all toes
and hands are on the side of the-solid wo·od away_~~9mt;~~e -·animai*~It took
5"ix people to lift· the sea lion (now inside the 43 pound cage) into the
truck. Finally, the barrier-construction materials were dismantled and re-
turned. (*Always return Beachwatch supplies regardless of theirna:tu.re a~d__
origin*).---·--·.. .
At CMMC, the sea lion was diagnosed as having cancer of the urinary
tract, probably requi r Ing euthanas ia. (~Sl~..h.:lll Beachwatch en~~~.n~~~s_~.nd
happily. ~he bottom 1 ine is to try to prevent suffeJ: ing and ~a~r~~~.ment*).
This in-and-out behavior usually signifies a serious problem for the sea
lion, and a different serious pr.oblem for mar.ine mammal support staff.
Each time, however, the people and places provide the challenge.
NOMINATIONS FOR 1987 OFFICERS
The following people have accepted the nominations for officers of
this Chapter in 1987. The election will be held at the next meeting.
President - Sheila Baldridge
Vice President - George Powell
Secretary - Cindy Hazard
Treasurer - Bob Huettmann
Membership - Jean Theisen
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MEMBERSHIP INFORMATION
Membership in the American Cetacean Society means protecting
Whales, DolphIns and Porpoises through education, conservation
and research. The Monterey Bay Chapter meets at 7:30 PM at the
Hopkins Marine Station in Pacific Grove on the last Thursday of
each month (except November and December). Programs and avtivities
feature cetacea and the marine environment. Yearly membership:
$500 - patron; $250 - contributing; $75 - supporting;
$30 - foreign (US currency); $25 -active.
Telephone contact: Sheila Baldridge, (408)-372-3809; Jean Theisen,
Membership Secretary, (408)-372-2293.
SOUNDINGS
Soundings is edited by Esta Lee Albright, produced by Ruth and
Allan Kraus and distributed by Marian LaRosa. Art for this issue
was provided by Robert Western, Hilos Radakovich, Richard Ellis in
The Book of Whales and American Cetacean Society National Publications.
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